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Abstract 

The goal of process mining is to gain insights into operational business processes for the purpose of 

conformance checking, redesigning and optimizing the processes. The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm is one of 

the process mining algorithms which can be applied to unstructured processes, which provides high-level 

insights about the behavior of the flexible process. The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm provides five real-valued 

simplification parameters to generate a desired model. However, there is no parameter adjustment 

guidance. Thus, it is hard to determine the right values of the parameters, especially for users who are not 

expert in Fuzzy Miner Algorithm. 

In this thesis, we investigate an adaptable approach which is an iterative method where parameters 

are auto-tuned according to the model quality. Interactive Response Surface Model (IRSM) is applied to 

analysis the impact of the simplification parameters on the fuzzy model quality. Based on effects, we 

propose the ASPD approach which provides the mechanism of the parameters adaption. To perform the 

empirical research and demonstrate the performance of the ASPD approach, we implement the ASPD 

approach in ProM 6 as a new plug-in named the Fuzzy Miner Adapted. Then, we evaluate the ASPD 

approach using real-life event logs. The observations and results of our research provide useful insights 

into the characteristic of the ASPD approach and also present that the ASPD approach has better 

performance than the Fuzzy Miner approach. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This master thesis is the result of the graduation project for study Master of Science: Business 

Information Systems at the Technical University of Eindhoven (TU/e). The project is carried out at the 

Architecture of Information Systems (AIS) group of the Department of Mathematics and Computer 

Science at TU/e. The group is world leading in the field of process mining, a set of techniques that allows 

for the analysis of the process execution based on the event logs generated by the information system. A 

notable tool to support process mining is the ProM
1
 framework, which offers functionality for process 

mining as well as supporting techniques, such as process analysis and verification techniques. Throughout 

this thesis, we investigate an approach of improving the usability of the Fuzzy Miner (FM) plug-in which 

applies a process mining algorithm named the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm.  

In Section 1.1, the context and motivation of this master thesis is explained. The problem description 

is presented in Section 1.2. Then, Section 1.3 gives the research objective. Section 1.4 provides the 

research methodology and the outline of the thesis.  

1.1 Context and Motivation 

Information systems are taking a prominent place in today‟s business process execution. Knowledge 

intensive domains like health care, high-tech industry become more and more dependent on information 

technology. Many of the activities occurring in processes are either supported or monitored by 

information systems. Consider for example ERP, WFM, and PDM systems that support a wide variety of 

business processes while recording events‟ occurrences in so-called event logs [4][9]. Event logs record 

the data of the executed activities, such as the time when the activities are performed, the order in which 

the activities are executed and the originators who execute the activities. These systems may be pure 

information systems (e.g., ERP systems) or systems where the hardware plays a more prominent role (e.g., 

embedded systems). The only requirement is that the system produces event logs.  

Process mining has proved to be a valuable approach that provides new and objective insights into 

the way business processes are actually conducted within organizations. Taking the event logs as the 

starting points, process mining techniques attempt to extract useful process information from various 

perspectives, such as control flow, organization structures, and performance characteristics. The main 

benefit of process mining techniques is that information is objectively complied [10]. In other words, 

process mining techniques are helpful because they gather information about what is actually happening 

according to an event log of an organization, and not what people think that is supposed to happen in this 

organization.  

The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm is a powerful process mining algorithm that has been developed in recent 

years, which applies the roadmap metaphor to derive meaningful process models from real-life event logs. 

                                                           
1 http://www.processmining.org 
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When dealing with less-structured processes in flexible environments that are common in real life, the 

Fuzzy Miner Algorithm is more capable than traditional process mining algorithms, such as the Alpha 

Mining Algorithm [4][9], the Heuristic Mining Algorithm [18], etc. The resulting models discovered by 

the traditional process mining algorithms are often spaghetti-like models without providing a suitable 

abstraction. However, the process models returned by the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm visualize large, complex 

processes in a simplified, abstract and understandable manner.  

The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm applies five real-valued simplification parameters to construct the fuzzy 

model: NodeCutoff, EdgeCutoff, UtilityR, RatioThreshold, PreserveThreshold. And the FM provides five 

sliders respectively to the five simplification parameters in the interface for end-users to modify the 

resulting model (Figure 1.1). Given an even log, different combinations of the five parameters produce 

distinct fuzzy models at different levels of abstraction. Figure 1.1 shows two fuzzy models returned by the 

FM based on two different combinations of the parameters for the same event log named 

grpd_g4pi300.mxml. The model (a) shows the process at a higher level of abstraction model. The model 

(b) visualizes the process on the other hand. Users can find a proper and satisfactory fuzzy model through 

the parameter values adjustment. However, selecting the “right” values for the five parameters is time 

consuming and difficult, especially for the users who are not familiar with the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm. 

The above weakness limits the practical use of the FM. This thesis project focuses on investigating an 

approach of improving the usability of the FM. 

  

(a) Fuzzy model 1                                                         (b) Fuzzy model 2 

Figure 1.1 Two fuzzy models generated from the same event log grpd_g4pi300.mxml 
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1.2 Problem Description 

The FM aims to empower users to interactively explore processes from event logs. Each time, when the 

resulting fuzzy model is not satisfactory, end-users can tune the simplification parameter values to 

regenerate a fuzzy model. Unfortunately, in most situations, it is time-consuming for end-users to find the 

proper model. Firstly, there is no guideline about adjusting the simplification parameter values. Users 

who are not experts in the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm are often confused with the effect of the simplification 

parameters. They do not know how to decide the right values for the parameters. Secondly, the five 

simplification parameters are all real-valued. There are infinite combinations of the parameters. 

Exploration of all possible set of values is unrealistic.  

Problem statement:  Determine the “right” parameters settings for the five simplification parameters 

of the FM in order to obtain the “best” fuzzy model for an event log. 

1.3 Research Objective 

As described above, there is a demand to develop an adaptable approach which can automatically tune the 

parameters settings and finally return the “best” model. We refer the adaptable approach as Automatically 

Simplification Parameters Determination (ASPD).  

Besides, we attempt to add a conformance requirement as an extra input for the ASPD approach in 

order to enable end-users to interact with the approach. The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm provides two quality 

criteria to evaluate the fuzzy model: node detail and conformance. In a resulting fuzzy model, the node 

detail reflects how much events‟ information has been discovered and the conformance depicts how the 

model conforms well to the event log. Fuzzy models that have a relatively low node detail measurement 

are not necessary bad models. But fuzzy models with low conformance definitely are not desired models. 

So we attempt to find a “best” model with the conformance value at least a certain minimum level. Thus, 

we decide to allow end-users to set the desired conformance requirement of the resulting model. And the 

“best” model found by the ASPD approach is based on the conformance requirement. 

Thus, the project goal can be summarized as follows: 

Investigate the ASPD approach which is able to automatically determine the values of the 

simplification parameters to generate the “best” model for an event log at a certain conformance 

requirement. Then, develop a new plug-in named the Fuzzy Miner Adapted which inherits the FM and 

also realizes the ASPD approach. 

The project goal can be divided into three sub-questions: 

(1) How the five simplification parameters are used to construct the fuzzy model? 

The five simplification parameters are NodeCutoff, EdgeCutoff, UtilityR, ratio and preserve. All 

these five parameters are real-valued between 0 and 1. In the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm, based on the 

analysis of the log, the importance of activities and relations among activities are taken into account. 

Activities and relations can be removed or clustered depending on their role in the process. The five 

parameters are used to emphasize certain aspects just like a roadmap highlights highways and large cities 

over small towns.  
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The NodeCutoff is applied to emphasize the nodes by varying its value. The NodeCutoff with low 

value enlarges the process model by considering more activities like a roadmap is zoomed in to focus on 

small towns and dirt roads. The NodeCutoff with high value emphasizes the model on the hand.  

The rest four parameters are applied to emphasize the edges. They are classified into two groups 

depending on their effects on the edges. Preserve and ratio are considered as a group and EdgeCutoff and 

UtilityR are in another group.  

Preserve and ratio only has impact on the precedence relations of two nodes in conflict. Conflict is 

used to describe a situation of two nodes when they connect to each other.  

EdgeCutoff and UtilityR has effect on the incoming/outgoing edges of each node. For each node, the 

incoming edges are collected in a group and the outgoing edges are in another group. In each group, 

EdgeCutoff and UtilityR filter less important edges and reserve more important edges. Repeat the same 

steps for each node. 

 (2) What is the criterion of the “best” model? 

The criterion of the “best” model is determined by the model quality criteria. The goodness of a 

model should consider all aspects of the model, including the model complexity, the information the 

model provides and also the conformance of the model. Currently, the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm has 

provided two criteria: node detail and conformance. However, they are not sufficient. We cannot 

determine the better model by these two metrics. For instance, it is hard to determine the better model in 

Figure 1.1. The model (a) is sample, low node detail and high conformance while the model (b) is 

complex, high node detail and high conformance.  

Therefore, there is a demand to extend the model quality criteria. We define three basic quality 

criteria to evaluate a fuzzy model from three perspectives: model complexity, detail and conformance.  

 Model complexity: it is used to evaluate the complexity of the model by measuring the number of 

nodes and edges of the fuzzy model. 

 Detail: it is used to measure how much information the model presents.  

 Conformance: it is used to describe how well the fuzzy model confirms to the observed behaviors 

in the event log.  

And then the function of Goodness (model complexity, detail, conformance) is proposed to give a 

trade-off measurement of above three quality criteria. The value of the Goodness describes the goodness 

of the fuzzy model, which has values between 0 and 1. Fuzzy models that have high value of the 

Goodness are high quality models. 

 (3) How to investigate the ASPD approach? 

The ASPD approach we are going to design is an iterate method, which tunes the parameters values 

according to value of the optimization measurement. A fuzzy model is determined by the log and the 

simplification parameters. Thus, we attempt to study how the inputs influence the quality of the fuzzy 

model. Firstly, the impact of the event log on the quality of the fuzzy model is analyzed by studying log 
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characteristics. Then, the impact of the simplification parameters on the quality of the fuzzy model is 

inspected through regression analysis. Based on these two investigations, we propose the ASPD approach. 

1.4 Research Methodology and Thesis Outline 
 

Preliminaries

(Chapter 2)

Implementation and Evaluation

(Chapter 4)

Instruction

(Chapter 1)

Case Study

(Chapter 5)

Conclusion

(Chapter 6)

Event Logs

Fuzzy Miner Adapted 

Fuzzy Miner Adapted User Interface

Fuzzy Miner (Chapter 2.4)

Log-based Metrics 

Initial Model Generation

Simplification ParametersSimplification Process

Log Characteristics

(Chapter 3.4)

Regression Analysis 

(Chapter 3.3)

Parameters Adjustment 

Methods 

(Chapter 3.5)

Generate a Fuzzy 
Model

ASPD Approach (Chapter 
3)

Parameter Adaption 

Strategies 

(Chapter 3.5)

Model Quality Criteria

Extend Model 

Quality Criteria 

(Chapter 3.2)

Return a Fuzzy Model 

with High Optimization
Specify a Conformance

Fuzzy Miner User Interface

Specify Five Parameters

Conformance Requirement

 

Figure 1.2 The framework of the Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in and overview of the chapters 

Figure 1.2 shows the overview of the chapters in this thesis. The dotted lines in Figure 1.2 represent the 

research tasks we have done to investigate the ASPD approach. Chapter 1 describes the motivation of the 

project and the research objection. In order to achieve the goal, we first perform the literature study on 

relevant concepts presented in Chapter 2, including process mining, event logs and also introduce the 

Fuzzy Miner Algorithm. Chapter 3 describes the researches we have done to investigate the ASPD 

approach, including the extension of the model quality criteria (Chapter 3.2), the regression analysis 

investigation (Chapter 3.3) is performed in order to obtain the effects of the simplification parameters on 

the quality criteria. From the regression analysis, the effects are distinct for different logs. Thus, we 

investigate the log characteristics (Chapter 3.4) that affect the mining results. From the regression analysis, 

each parameter has its corresponding Parameter Adjustment Method. The Parameter Adaption Strategies 

are proposed by considering both the log characteristics and the Parameter Adjustment Methods. Finally, 

we present the ASPD approach which is an iterative method using the Parameter Adaption Strategies to 

find the best model based on the conformance requirement in Chapter 3.5. Chapter 4 introduces the Fuzzy 

Miner Adapted design, the implementation of evaluation of the ASPD approach. Chapter 5 provides a 

case study on a real life log. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis project and provides the future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

This chapter provides preliminary concepts that are used throughout this thesis. Section 2.1 provides 

background information on process mining area. Section 2.2 introduces the event logs. Section 2.3 briefly 

describes the ProM 6 framework. Section 2.4 provides an introduction to the Fuzzy Miner and the Fuzzy 

Miner Algorithm. 

2.1 Business Process Management and Process Mining 

Business Process Management (BPM) is concerned with business processes supported by some kind of 

Process-Aware Information System (PAIS) [6]. A business process is a set of coordinated tasks that 

delivers a specific service or a product. A PAIS can be any system that supports the execution of business 

processes [1]. Workflow management systems (WFM), Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and 

Customer relationship management (CRM) are typical examples of PAISs. Every execution of a task in 

the process is noticed by PAIS, and can be recorded in an event log [20].   

The main goal of BPM systems is to offer a broader set of functionalities and support of the whole 

process life-cycle. The BPM life-cycle identifies four phases: design, configuration, execution, and 

diagnosis [3]. 

 

Figure 2.1 BPM life cycle 

Figure 2.1 shows the BPM life cycle [3], i.e., the meta-procedure of a business process that is 

repeatedly carried out in an organization. At the beginning, the organization has to design the business 

process. After the design phase, the process model is used for the configuration of a PAIS. In the 

execution phase, the configured PAIS becomes operational by transferring the process definition to the 

workflow engine. The diagnosis phase is like a feedback phase where the process and the system 

configuring it is analyzed for problem identification and seeking improvements. 
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Process mining is widely used in the process diagnosis of BPM life cycle. The purpose of process 

mining is to retrieve information about process models, organizational structures, and important 

properties of processes from event logs. Figure 2.2 shows the overview of process mining. In the “world”, 

there are business processes, people, etc. These operational processes are supported by the information 

systems, like PAISs, which record the execution of the process in the event logs. Process mining 

techniques are used to analyze the logs and discover process models. The extracted model can be used in 

multiple ways, such as conformance checking [9] and find bottlenecks for process redesign [10]. 

 

Figure 2.2 Process mining aims at extracting knowledge from event logs 

2.2 Event Logs 

Nowadays, more and more companies and organizations use information systems to support their 

processes. These processes vary from car manufacturing to insurance claim handling. Most of the 

information systems can record events of these processes in the form of event logs. Event logs may come 

from workflow systems like Staffware, Oracle BPEL etc. or from simulation tools such as ARIS, EPC 

tools etc., so it was required to standardize this input to be supplied to the framework. Two common 

standard formats of event logs were defined to enable researcher and practitioners to share their logs in a 

standard way: MXML [5] and XES
2
. 

Figure 2.3 visualizes the general structure of event logs and their relation to the definition of a 

process with tasks. A task is a logical unit of work in the process. The single executions of that process 

definition are represented by process instance. Thus, each process instance represents one specific case in 

the system and records a trace of events executed for that case. Each event often contains three attributes: 

event type, timestamp and resource. The event type describes the status of the event, e.g., start, completed, 

etc. The timestamp holds the exact date and time when the event has occurs, while the resource identifies 

the triggers, e.g., person or department that has trigged the event in the system. In addition to the 

                                                           
2 http://www.xes-standard.org 
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information explained, some event logs contain additional attributes related to the event, i.e., data 

elements referring to properties of the case. 

 

Figure 2.3 General event log structure 

We refer the event logs with small amount of cases and events as “small event logs”. It is not 

difficult to extract process models from such a small event log. However, real life logs are often 

complicated and contain much more data. As consequence, it takes more time to perform the process 

mining and the resulting more becomes more complex. The characteristics of event logs have a high 

effect on the mining result, which will be further analyzed in Chapter 5. 

2.3 ProM 6 

ProM is the most promising process mining frameworks, which supports the implementation of process 

mining techniques. ProM 6 is a new version of ProM, which is the platform that we are going to develop 

the Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in. The left hand side of Figure 2.4 shows the workspace of ProM 6. This 

workspace shows the object pool (e.g., containing logs, process models), and the actions the user can take 

on a selected object. The right hand side of Figure 2.4 shows the action view for the log object mentioned. 

Based on the type of imported file, the available plug-ins that support to implement the file are shown in 

the middle column list, including mining plug-ins, analysis plug-ins, etc. Each plug-in has its own 

interface in terms of input and output. In most cases the initial input is an event log. ProM 6 can read 

event logs stored in either MXML format or XES format. Furthermore, it can also load process model 

definitions in a wide variety of formats. 
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Figure 2.4 ProM 6 Look && Feel 

In ProM 6, plug-ins can be installed in a dynamic way using the ProM Package Manager. The ProM 

Package Manager is a separate tool that allows the user to add and/or remove so-called packages to the 

installed ProM distribution. Every package contains a collection of plug-ins which are installed if the 

package has been installed. As a result, ProM 6 can be distributed with only a core set of plug-ins, and 

users can add relevant plug-ins themselves. Furthermore, plug-in developers can create their own 

packages using only the ProM distribution: No ProM sources are required to create packages. Finally, 

plug-in developers can create their own package repositories, and users can install these packages through 

the Package Manager. Hence, the developed Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in will be added to the Fuzzy 

Miner Package. Users can play with the plug-ins in the Fuzzy Miner Package on the ProM 6 platform.  

To exemplify the use of ProM 6, the model (a) in Figure 1.1 shows the result of the FM applied on an 

event log. The fuzzy miner extracts a process model from an event log, which is displayed in a high 

abstraction view of the process. This is helpful for less-structured processes where other process mining 

algorithms may produce spaghetti-like models. The model (b) in Figure 1.1 aggregates the less significant 

behaviors into clusters represented as the green hexagon nodes.  It is possible to look into these clusters to 

review the contents. The ProM 6 contains more plug-ins that can extract useful information from the 

event logs. For more information about ProM 6 we refer to the website: www.processmining.org. 

2.4 The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm 

Most of the traditional process mining approaches tend to be particularly useful in well-structured and 

explicitly designed processes while having problems in dealing with unstructured processes. However, 

most of the real-life processes turn out to be less-structured. When applying these mining algorithms to 

less-structured logs, the discovered models are often spaghetti-like while showing too much detail. Those 

models may be correct but not easy to read, as we cannot distinguish which behavior is important and 

which behavior is not. The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm [1] is proposed to overcome this problem and allows 

for different faithfully simplified views of a particular process.  

The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm applies the concept of a roadmap as a metaphor to visualize the resulting 

models, which consists of four steps to construct the fuzzy model: Log-based Metrics, Initial Model 

Generation, Adaptive Simplification Process, Model Construction and Evaluation.  

http://www.processmining.org/
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Log-based Metrics 

The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm considers all aspects of the log by analyzing the importance of activities and 

relations among activities. The importance of behavior in a process is obtained by measuring two 

concepts: significance and correlation. Significance is measured both for activities and precedence 

relations over the activities and determines the relative importance of the behavior. The significance 

measured for the activities is referred as unary significance. And the significance measured for the 

precedence relations is referred as binary significance. Correlation is only estimated for the precedence 

relations between two events. It measures how closely one event class is related to another event class. 

Thus, correlation is often referred as binary correlation. For more information about the calculation of 

the metrics, we refer to [1]. 

The three primary types of metrics, unary significance, binary significance and binary correlation, 

provide the information to construct the initial model and to be used for adaptively simplifying the 

process model. 

Initial Model Generation 

The initial model is created straightforwardly. Based on the above metrics, all event classes found in the 

log are translated to activity nodes, whose importance is expressed by unary significance. For every 

observed precedence relation, a corresponding directed edge is added to the process model. This edge is 

described by binary significance and binary correlation of the ordering relation it represents.  

For example, the initial model of the event log grpd_g14pi300.mxml is showed on the left hand side 

of Figure 2.5. The rectangular of beige color nodes correspond to the event classes in the log, which are 

referred as primitive nodes. The arrows represent the precedence relations among event classes. The 

initial model is spaghetti like, showing all the detail information of the process and is hard to read. 

Look at the initial model, there is a small excerpt marked in a red rectangular which contains two 

event classes and several arcs. The enlarged excerpt is shown on the right hand side of Figure 2.5. Note 

that the two nodes in the excerpt are translated from two event classes: translate_function (complete) and 

translate_technic (complete). The value in each node indicates the unary significance of the event class. 

Thus, translate_function (complete) has the unary significance 0.406 and translate_technic (complete) has 

0.550. Therefore, translate_technic (complete) is more important than translate_function (complete). The 

arc from translate_function (complete) to translate_technic (complete) is expressed by two values: 0.476 

and 0.658. The value 0.476 represents the binary significance of the relation and the value 0.658 

represents the binary correlation of the relation. 
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Primitive 

Node

 

 

                        (a) Initial model                               (b) Small excerpt of the initial model 

Figure 2.5 Initial model and one small excerpt of the initial model of the event log grpd_g14pi300.mxml 

The initial model is often too complex to be read. Thus, the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm proposes the 

simplification process of the initial model. 

Graph Simplification Process 

The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm provides five simplification parameters to simplify the initial model and 

highlight certain elements in the model graphically. The five parameters are NodeCutoff, EdgeCutoff, 

UtilityR, preserve and ratio. They are classified into three groups depending on their simplification 

functions. Figure 2.6 shows the simplification process in the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm. Three transformers 

are used to simplify the process model in the order of binary conflict resolution, edge filtering, and node 

aggregation and abstraction. After these three transformation methods, a fuzzy model is constructed. 

Ratio and preserve are categorized into the binary conflict resolution transformer group. EdgeCutoff 

and UtilityR are sorted into the edge filtering transformer group. NodeCutoff belongs to the node 

aggregation and abstraction transformer group. 
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Figure 2.6 Overview of graph simplification process 

Binary Conflict Resolution 

Conflict is used to describe a situation of two nodes when they connect to each other. The binary conflict 

resolution transformer only has impact on the precedence relations of two nodes in conflict. Figure 2.7 

shows an example of two activities A and B in conflict. Three possible conflict situations may occur in a 

process: length-2-loop, concurrency and exception. Preserve and ratio are used to distinguish the conflict 

situation and remove the undesired relations.  

Length-2-loop: activity A and B are constructed in a length-2-loop which is normal structure of a process 

and is allowed in the fuzzy model. The conflicting relations in a length-2-loop structure should be 

reserved. 

Concurrency: activity A and B can be executed in any order so that the log records both possible cases, 

i.e., AB and BA, which will create a conflict. Both precedence relations should be removed from the 

process model. 
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Exception: activity A and B have precedence relation to each other but the difference between the 

occurrence frequency of AB and BA is quite high. Thus, the edge with low significance is regarded as 

an exception. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Activities A and B in conflict 

Firstly, the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm calculates the relative significance of the edges, AB and BA.  

The relative significance for an edge AB is determined as follows. 

Definition 2.1 (Relative Significance). Let   be the set of nodes in a process model. Let     

   
  be a relation that assigns to each pair of nodes      . Let sig be a function that assigns to a 

relation its binary significance. Let rel be a function that calculates the relative significance of the 

relation a relation. rel(A,B)= 
 

 
 

        

            
 

 

 
 

        

            
 . 

Each ordering relation AB has a set of competing relations which is a union of      and     .      

is the set of all edges starting from A, and     is the set of all edges pointing to B. Note that           = 

AB. By dividing the significance of an ordering relation AB with the sum of all its competing 

relations‟ significance, we obtain the importance of this relation. The relative significance ranges from 0 

to 1. The value 0 is impossible for the relative significance to be reached but can be approached infinitely. 

The value 1 means both two nodes have only one ingoing and one outgoing that connect to each other 

(see Figure 2.8).  

A B

AB

BA
 

Figure 2.8 The situation of activities A and B when rel(A,B)=1 

Then, based on the relative significance values of both relations AB and BA, preserve threshold 

and ratio threshold are used to perform binary conflict resolution transformation. 

If the relative significance of both conflicting relations, rel(A,B) and rel(B,A)  exceeds a specified 

preserve threshold value, they are considered in a length-2-loop situation so that both the edges should be 

reserved. 

In case at least one of rel(A,B) and rel(B,A) is below the preserve threshold, the proportion between 

both relations‟ relative significance is determined, proportion(A,B) = 
                       

                       
 .The smaller 

this proportion value, the more the relative significances of both conflicting relations differ. Thus, if the 
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proportion value is below a specified ratio threshold, we assume that the relatively less significance 

relation is in fact an exception and remove it from the process model. If the proportion value exceeds the 

specified ratio threshold, the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm assumes that A and B form a concurrency structure. 

Consequently, both edges are removed from the process model, as they do not correspond to factual 

ordering relations. 

Edge Filtering 

Different from binary conflict resolution transformation, edge filtering transformation removes less 

important edges globally and leaves only high significance edges. The approach evaluates each edge by 

using the UtilityR util(A,B) which is a weighted sum of its binary significance and binary correlation. The 

UtilityR parameter          determines the weight. The UtilityR for an edge AB is defined as follows 

[1]: 

Definition 2.2 (UtilityR): Let   be the set of nodes in a process model. Let        
  be a relation 

that assigns to each pair of nodes      . Let sig be a function that assigns to a relation its binary 

significance. Let cor be a function that assigns to a relation its binary correlation. Let          be the 

UtilityR parameter. Let util be the UtilityR of the relation:                              

        . 

The UtilityR value ranges from 0 to 1. The edges that have the highest UtilityR value are preserved. 

A larger value of UtilityR will preserve the edges with high binary significance, while a smaller value of 

UtilityR will reserve the edges with high binary correlation. The decision of which edges are preserved is 

determined by the EdgeCutoff parameter       . For every node Y, the UtilityR values for each incoming 

edge XY are normalized to [0,1], so that the weakest edge is assigned 0 and the strongest one 1. All 

edges whole normalized UtilityR value exceeds (1- EdgeCutoff) are added to the preserved set. The 

outgoing edges are processed in the same manner for each node. A low EdgeCutoff will act as an 

amplifier, helping to distinguish the most important edges. A high EdgeCutoff will preserve more edges.  

Node Aggregation and Abstraction 

The node aggregation and abstraction transformer is able to focus on interesting subset of activities. It is 

the most efficient tool to bring structure to the process model. Highly correlated groups of less-

significance nodes are reserved as aggregated clusters. The isolated and less-significant nodes are 

removed. The NodeCutoff parameter is used to remove nodes. Every node that has the unary significance 

below this threshold becomes a victim. This approach applies two steps to simplify the nodes. 

Firstly, create initial clusters. For each victim, try to find the most highly correlated neighbor node 

(i.e., connect node). If this neighbor is a cluster node, add the victim to the cluster. Otherwise, a new 

cluster is created and the victim is the first element in the cluster. 

Secondly, merge the clusters (i.e., the cluster with only one victim is not allowed). For each cluster, if 

all predecessor nodes are clusters, merge with the most highly correlated one and move to the next cluster 

until all predecessor nodes have been considered. It is the similar way to merge the successor nodes. If 

both the predecessor nodes and the successor nodes are regular nodes, the cluster remains the same. If a 

cluster only contains a victim but cannot be merged to either predecessor nodes or successor nodes, the 

cluster will be removed as a cluster with only one victim is meaningless. 
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Fuzzy Model Quality Criteria 

A fuzzy model is constructed by applying above three transformation methods on the initial model of the 

process. Different values of the simplification parameters generate different process models. For any 

process, there is an infinite number of fuzzy models that describe this process. The Fuzzy Miner 

Algorithm provides two model quality criteria to evaluate the process model: the node detail and 

conformance metrics. 

Node detail 

The node detail metric respects to the significance of visible activities. Nodes in a fuzzy model can be 

either explicit or implicit. Explicit nodes are those that are directly visible in the model, i.e., represented 

by primitive nodes. Any node that has been either aggregated in a cluster, or abstracted from, is regarded 

as implicit. Implicit nodes are not part of the interesting subset of behavior conveyed by a fuzzy model. 

Definition 2.3 (Node Detail). Let F be a fuzzy model. Let N be the set of all primitive nodes in F, nodes 

that are explicit, aggregated, or abstracted from. Let E   N be the subset of all explicit nodes in F. 

Further, let      
  be a function that assigns to each node in F its unary significance. The node detail 

of the model is defined as  
        

        
 . 

The detail metric of a fuzzy model is thus defined as the aggregate significance of explicit nodes in 

the model, divided by the aggregate significance of all nodes in the fuzzy model. It is the relative amount 

of all unary significance that is explicitly visible in the model. The detail metric measures the resulting 

precision of scope in the model. If the measured node detail for a fuzzy model is 1, then all event classes 

are explicitly included as nodes in the model. This represents the maximum precision of scope. 

Conformance 

The conformance metric describes how closely the fuzzy model is aligned with actual, observed behavior 

of the process. This metric is measured by replaying each trace of the event log in the fuzzy model. Any 

event that cannot be replayed in the fuzzy model is regarded as a derivation. The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm 

defines the conformance metric as follows[1]. 

Definition 2.4 (Conformance).  Let L be an event log and let F be a fuzzy model. Let M be the total 

amount of the events in L. Let d be the number of deviations, i.e., the number of events in L that cannot be 

explained by F. The conformance C between F and L is defined as:       
        

      
 . 

The conformance metric is defined as the relative amount of events in a log that can be explained by 

the fuzzy model, over the total number of events in the log. All the events in the log are checked. For 

detail explanation of the conformance metric calculation, we refer to [1]. The conformance metric helps 

analysts to avoid grossly non-authoritive results, and to steer the explorative analysis process into the 

direction of more meaningful, better-aligned fuzzy models. 

The conformance can has real values       . 1.0 means that the model exactly describes all the 

behaviors in the process. Two kinds of fuzzy models have the conformance 1.0. One is the initial model 

which is a complete and accurate model. Another situation is when the model is at a certain high level of 
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abstraction where almost all the events are aggregated into the clusters (see the left hand side of Figure 

1.1). 

2.5 The Fuzzy Miner 

The Fuzzy Miner (FM) is a process mining plug-in that applies the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm in ProM 6 

framework. The overview of the FM is shown in Figure 2.9. 

Fuzzy Miner Algorithm

Return a Fuzzy Model  

and Model Quality Criteria

The Output of the Fuzzy Miner 

Specify Five Parameters

Event Logs

The Input of the Fuzzy Miner

 the Fuzzy Miner

Simplification Parameters

 
Figure 2.9 The overview of the Fuzzy Miner 

2.5.1 The Fuzzy Miner Description 

The input of the FM contains an event log and the simplification parameters settings. Before using the 

FM, users need to import an event log. At the beginning, users do not have to specify the values of the 

simplification parameters as the FM has provided default settings of the parameters. The defaulting 

settings depend on the event logs.  For the event logs that have more than seven event classes, the default 

settings of the parameters are: preserve threshold=0.6, ratio threshold=0.7, EdgeCutoff=0.2, 

UtilityR=0.75 and NodeCutoff= a certain unary significance. The default value of NodeCutoff is a unary 

significance from one of the activities, which ensures the resulting model have a maximum of seven 

primitive nodes [1]. For the event logs that have less than seven event classes, the default settings are: 

preserve threshold=1.0, ratio threshold=0.7, EdgeCutoff=1.0, UtilityR=0.75 and NodeCutoff=minimum 

unary significance. The minimum unary significance is the value among the unary significances of all 

event classes. In that way, the FM ensures that each analysis session starts with a high-level overview of 

the process, from which the analyst can drill down into details. 

By using the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm, a fuzzy model will be created. The result view of the FM is 

presented in Figure 2.10. The fuzzy model graph view is situated on the left, with navigation options for 

zooming in and out and moving around in the graph view. A small expert of the fuzzy model is shown in 

Figure 2.11. The beige rectangular primitive nodes are translated directly from the event classes. The 

green hexagons are cluster nodes which aggregate less significant behaviors. Each primitive node is 

labeled with the name, event type and the unary significance of the event class. Each cluster node is 

marked with the number of the event classes that are combined in the cluster and the average unary 
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significance of these elements. An edge in the fuzzy model represents a precedence relation between two 

event classes, which is labeled with its binary significance (up) and its binary correlation (below). 

Currently, the edge between the two events in Figure 2.11 is labeled with its binary significance 0.696 and 

its binary correlation 0.140. 

On the right side of Figure 2.10 the simplification parameters are displayed. The simplification 

parameters are organized in three groups in accordance with the three transformation methods mentioned 

in the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm:  binary conflict resolution, edge filtering, node aggregation and 

abstraction. Currently, the node cutoff value is shown 0.776, which controls the node simplification. 

Whenever a simplification parameter is modified by the user, the graph simplification process is re-

applied with changed parameters, updating the fuzzy model in the view. This function allows the user to 

explore the process in a live manner. 

In between in Figure 2.10, there are two gauges for displaying the values for the node detail (top) and 

conformance (bottom) metrics. Whenever the fuzzy model is modified, these metrics are re-calculated. 

This function provides live feedback to the user about the quality of the current fuzzy model. There are 

other functions in the interface, i.e., fuzzy model editor, unary metrics visualization and so on. For more 

detail information, we refer to [1]. 

Fuzzy Model 

Graph View

Detail

Confromance

Simplification 

Parameters

Node Cutoff 

Value
 

Figure 2.10 Screenshot of the Fuzzy Miner, applied to the event log grph_g14pi300.zip 
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Figure 2.11 A small expert of the Fuzzy Model 

2.5.2 Facing the Simplification Parameter Settings Problem 

Motivation: there is a demand to modify the simplification parameter settings 

Given an event log, the FM returns a fuzzy model based on the default settings. The model shown in 

Figure 2.10 is satisfactory as it is simple, well-structured and high-quality. However, not all the default 

models are necessary satisfactory. For instance, when applying the FM to a large and unstructured log 

named ColonCancer.mxml.gz, the resulting model is complex and difficult to read (see Figure 2.12). Thus, 

there is a demand to modify the simplification parameter settings to check whether a better model exists.  

 

Figure 2.12 Screenshot of the Fuzzy Miner, applied to a large and unstructured log named 

ColonCancer.mxml.gz. 

Usability problems when adjusting the parameter settings 

Currently, there is no guideline of adjusting the parameter values. Users often randomly modify the 

parameter values to search a desired model. However, this process is time consuming and the result is not 

convincing.  
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(1) Time consuming 

The five simplification parameters are all real-valued from 0 to 1. Whether a parameter is modified by the 

user, the simplification process is re-applied again and the model will be updated. Thus, infinite 

possibilities can be tried. Although exhaustive exploration is impossible, users still have to try lots of 

different settings to find a proper model. So the parameter values tuning process is blind.  

(2) The result is not convincing  

The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm provides node detail and conformance to evaluate the fuzzy model separately. 

It has two problems.  

Firstly, only these two quality criteria are not enough. The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm lacks the 

evaluation of complexity of the model, which is an important factor to estimate the model. For instance, 

in Figure 1.1, compared to model (a), model (b) has the same conformance and higher node detail. 

According to these two quality criteria, we may think model (b) is better. However, model (b) is too 

complex to be read as it contains too much detail information.  

Secondly, it is hard to do model selection based on two individual metrics that are measured 

separately. The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm lacks a comprehensive evaluation of model quality. Without this 

metric, it is hard for user to do model selection. The updated models may be better or be worse than the 

default model. Take the ConlonCancer.mxml.gz as an example, the default model of which is given in 

Figure 2.12. After modifying the parameters, the resulting models could be one of the three models shown 

in Figure 2.13. Table 2.1 shows the corresponding parameter settings of the three models and Table 2.2 

presents the evaluation of the models. Note that the four models all have high conformance level, but the 

structures are quite different. Model (1) is worse than the default model as it is much more complex 

without improving the model quality. Compared to the default model, model (2) is much simpler with has 

lower node detail and higher conformance. But it is hard to decide whether model (2) is better than the 

default model or not. Furthermore, we cannot ensure that model (2) is the best model and no better 

models exist, i.e., model (3) would be better than model (2). Therefore, the model selection is arbitrary. 

Based on the above two reasons, the resulting model is not convincing.  
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Model (1) 

 

Model (2)                                                                                Model (3) 

Figure 2.13 Three possible models returned by the Fuzzy Miner 

Models Preserve Ratio EdgeCutoff UtilityR  NodeCutoff 

Default model 0.600 0.700 0.200 0.75 0.647 

Model (1) 0.600 0.700 0.678 0.75 0.647 

Model (2) 0.534 0.319 0.069 0.81 0.649 

Model (3) 0.477 0.317 0.021 0.85 0.647 

Table 2.1 The parameter settings correspond to three models shown in Figure 2.13 
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Models Complexity Node Detail Conformance 

Default model complex 7.03% 95.26% 

Model (1) Extremely complex 7.03% 92.28% 

Model (2) Much simpler 5.36% 97.43% 

Model (3) Much simpler 7.03% 95.18% 

Table 2.2 The evaluation of the three models shown in Figure 2.13 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter provides preliminary concepts that are used throughout this thesis. First, we provide an 

overview of BPM and the process mining area. Then, we introduce event logs and the ProM framework. 

Besides, we describe the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm and explain the main tasks involved in the algorithm. 

Later, we present the Fuzzy Miner plug-in that realizes the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm in ProM framework. 

We discuss the input and output of the Fuzzy Miner. Also we talk about a usability limitation of the 

Fuzzy Miner, which is related to the simplification parameter settings. The next chapter focuses on how to 

address the limitation.  
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Chapter 3 

Automatic Simplification Parameters Determination  

In order to solve the problem, we are going to propose an approach that can automatically determine the 

right values for the simplification parameters to generate a high quality model. The approach is referred 

as Automatic Simplification Parameter Determination (ASPD). The ASPD approach is an iterative 

approach where parameters are auto-tuned according to the quality of the current model and finally return 

the best settings.  

The main framework of the ASPD approach is shown in Figure 3.1. Look at Figure 3.1, there is a 

loop in the ASPD approach which adds Parameter Adaption Strategies as the adapter to tune the 

Simplification Parameters in accordance with the Model Quality Criteria (Extension). The Parameter 

Adaption Strategies is the key module which holds the mechanism of the parameter values adaption. With 

the aim to obtain the mechanism, we need to investigate two major tasks which are indicated by two red 

lines inscribed in Figure 3.1. One task is to inspect how the event logs influence the model quality by 

studying the log characteristics. The other task is to study how the simplification parameters impact the 

model quality by regression analysis. Both the tasks are related to the model quality criteria. Since the 

Fuzzy Miner Algorithm has problems (Section 2.5) to estimate the model overall quality, we need to study 

further about the model quality criteria. However, before these two tasks, we need to investigate the 

searching space of the simplification parameters. The searching space contains all the possible choices of 

the parameters that generate different outputs.  

Besides, we add a conformance requirement as a model selection condition in the ASPD approach. It 

is an additional function in an attempt to enable users to set their desired conformance level of the 

resulting mode. Thus, the resulting model should at least satisfy the conformance requirement.  

              

Fuzzy Miner 
Algorithm

Model Quality Criteria 

(Extenstion)

Parameter Adaption 
Strategies

Event Logs

Simplification Parameters

The ASPD approach

Return a High Quality 
Model

Conformance Requirement

Log Charateristics

Regression Analysis

 

Figure 3.1 The main framework of the ASPD approach 
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In Section 3.1, we shortly provide the searching space of simplification parameters. Section 3.2, we 

describe the extension of the model quality criteria. Section 3.3 gives the log characteristics that influence 

the model quality. And Section 3.4 provides the regression analysis which aims to investigate the impact 

of the simplification parameters on the model quality. In Section 3.5, the Parameter Adaption Strategies 

module is proposed and the ASPD approach is concluded. 

3.1 Simplification Parameters Possible Values 

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the main issue of choosing right values for the five parameters is that all the 

five parameters take values in real-valued ranges among [0, 1]. By definition, all of the five simplification 

parameters can take an infinite number of values. Actually, three of them have discretization values: 

NodeCutoff, PreseveThreshold and RatioThreshold. And the other two parameters have an infinite 

number of possible values: EdgeCutoff and UtilityR.  

NodeCutoff 

In practice, only some of NodeCutoff produce a different model as output. All the possible values of 

NodeCutoff are the distinct values of the unary significance of the event classes. Given an event log L, 

assume that all the different values of unary significance of the event classes are           , where 

      . Then, all the values in the ranges           with            generate the same fuzzy model 

when remaining other parameters values the same. The minimum unary significance is referred as 

Min_Sig. Thus, the minimum value of NodeCutoff is Min_Sig.  

PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold 

All the possible values of PreserveThreshold are the distinct values of the relative significance (see 

Definition 2.1) of the precedence relations that are in conflict. Given an event log L, there are finite event 

classes that are in conflict. That is, the number of precedence relations with conflict situation is countable. 

Assume that all the distinct values of the relative significance of the precedence relations with conflict 

situation, let sort in ascending order, are                 , where c is the total number of such 

precedence relations. The minimum value of the list,     , is referred as Min_Preserve and the maximum 

value of the list,      , is referred as Max_Preserve. The average value of all the possible relative 

significance values is regarded as Avg_Preserve. If we pick any value in [           ) and remain other 

parameters values the same, the output of the mining is the same. 

Similarly, all the possible values of RatioThreshold are the distinct values of the proportion (see 

Section 2.4) of the precedence relations that are in conflict. Assume that all the distinct values of the 

proportion of the precedence relations with conflict situation, let sort in ascending order, are 

                                     , where c is the total number of such precedence relations. 

The minimum value,            , is referred as Min_Ratio and the maximum value,            , is 

referred as Max_Ratio. The average value of all the possible proportion values is regarded as Avg_Ratio. 

If we pick any value in [                         ) and remain other parameters values the same, the 

output of the mining is the same. 

EdgeCutoff and UtilityR 
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UtilityR determines the weight ur for the UtilityR (Definition 2.2) of a precedence relation. Thus, UtilityR 

can have infinite values among [0, 1]. As consequence, EdgeCutoff can have infinite values as well. It is 

possible that different UtilityR values generate the same fuzzy models. So does EdgeCutoff. As discussed 

in Section 2.4, EdgeCutoff depends on UtilityR. The lack of independence entails that the mining 

procedure may generate exactly the same fuzzy model by different settings for EdgeCutoff and UtilityR 

parameters. 

3.2 Model Quality Criteria Extension 

The ASPD approach auto-tunes the simplification parameter values based on the quality of the current 

model. As discussed in Section 2.5, there are two problems of the current quality criteria of the Fuzzy 

Miner Algorithm: (1) Lack the measurement of the model complexity; (2) Lack an integrated metric to 

give an overall evaluation of the model quality. 

Therefore, the goal of this section is to provide a comprehensive evaluation metric of the fuzzy 

model quality by estimating three metrics: Model Complexity metric, Detail metric and Conformance 

metric. The Model Complexity metric is a new metric that attempts to capture the complexity of a model. 

The Detail metric is an extension of the existing Node Detail metric (Definition 2.3 in Section 2.4). The 

Conformance metric is the same with the existing Conformance metric (Definition 2.4 in Section 2.4). 

The comprehensive evaluation metric is referred as Optimization metric. 

First of all, we introduce the Model Complexity metric in Section 3.1.1. Then, the Detail metric is 

described in Section 3.1.2. Finally, the Optimization metric is given in Section 3.1.3. 

3.2.1 Model Complexity  

For any process, there is an infinite number of fuzzy models that can describe this process. Among these 

models, the initial model (see Section 2.4) is the most complete model which contains all the event 

classes and precedence relations of the process. All the other resulting models are simplified from the 

initial model. One example of the initial model is the model shown on the left hand side of Figure 2.5. 

Since the initial model is always too complex to be understood, the simplification process is applied. 

Within the simplified models, some are simple and some are still too complicated. Hence, the desired 

model should have a certain level of model complexity that is accepted by the users. 

From the description above, the complexity of the model directly impacts the readability and quality 

of the model. A fuzzy model contains two kinds of elements: nodes and arcs. The nodes are those that are 

directly visible in the model, i.e., primitive nodes and cluster nodes. The arcs are the edges that are 

directly observable in the model. The number of each element directly influences the complexity of the 

model. The larger the number, the higher the model complexity. The model complexity is defined as 

follows. 

Definition 3.1 (Model Complexity). Let F be a fuzzy model and let IM be the initial model. Let E be the 

set of all visible nodes in F, i.e., represented by primitive nodes and cluster nodes. Let R be the set of all 

visible precedence relations in F. Meanwhile, let IN be the set of all primitive nodes in IM and let IR be 
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the set of all observed precedence relations in IM. The model complexity (MC) of a fuzzy model is defined 

as: 
| | | |

| | | |

E R
MC

IN IR





. 

The MC metric of a fuzzy model is thus defined as the number of the nodes and the arcs in the model, 

normalized by the total quantity of the nodes and edges in the initial model. It is the relative amount of all 

nodes and edges that are explicitly visible in the model. The scale of the MC metric is between 0 and 1.0. 

The MC metric value may approach 0.0 infinitely but will never reach it, as the resulting model can never 

be empty. The value 1.0 indicates that the model is exactly the initial model. Each log has a distinctive 

initial model, which remains the same during the simplification process. Thus, the MC metric rises 

proportionately to the number of the nodes and the amount of the edges of a fuzzy model. 

3.2.2 Extended Detail 

The purpose of the fuzzy models is to focus the reviewer‟s attention on an interesting subset of the 

observed behaviors by methods of aggregation (e.g., hide less significant observed behaviors in cluster 

nodes) and abstraction (e.g., remove the less important observed behaviors). The interesting behaviors in 

the fuzzy models are those that are explicitly shown in the model.  

Behaviors in a process are the activities and the precedence relations. Each behavior in a fuzzy model 

can be represented explicitly or implicitly. Explicit behaviors are those that are directly visible in the 

model, i.e., represented by primitive nodes and edges. Any behavior that has been aggregated in a cluster, 

or abstracted from, is considered as implicit. Implicit behaviors are not part of the interesting subset of the 

behavior conveyed by a fuzzy model. Thus, the goal of the fuzzy models is to preserve the behaviors that 

are deemed most significance. The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm has provided a detail metric (Definition 2.3 in 

Section 2.4) that evaluates the amount of significance of the explicit nodes in the model. Thus, we extend 

the detail metric to assess the significance of both the explicit nodes and the explicit edges in the model. 

Definition 3.2 (Extended Detail). Let F be a fuzzy model. Let N be the set of all primitive nodes in the 

initial model. Let E N  be the subset of all primitive nodes in F. Further, let   be a function that 

assigns to each node e in F its unary significance. The detail of the nodes in F is defined as:   
        

        
 . Let R be the set of all observed precedence relations in the initial model. Let V be the set of all 

visible edges in F and let    be a function that assigns each edge in F its binary significance. The detail 

of the edges in F is defined as:   
         

         
 . The extend detail (ED) of the model F is defined as: 

   
         

 
 . 

The ED metric of a fuzzy model is thus defined as the average value of the nodes detail and the 

edges detail. The detail of the nodes is the aggregate significance of explicit nodes in the model, divided 

by the aggregate significance of all nodes in the initial model. And the detail of the edges is the aggregate 

significance of explicit edges in the model, divided by the aggregate significance of all precedence 

relations in the initial model. If the measured ED for a fuzzy model is 1, the model is exactly the initial 

model. Since the ED metric is weighed with the relative importance of the nodes and edges, it signifies 

the amount of interesting behaviors of the log. It explains how much significance elements are filtered 

and are not explicitly displayed. 
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Meanwhile, the ED metric provides valuable feedback on the efficacy of the simplification process. 

When performing edges simplification, the nodes detail remains the same. When executing nodes 

simplification, the nodes detail and the edges detail are both influenced (e.g., when a node is removed, the 

edges related to the node are also aggregated and removed). Large event logs have complex initial model 

so that the nodes detail and edges detail are easy to be normalized to low value. In such case, the ED is 

low and not sensitive to the simplification process. Fuzzy models that have a relative low ED value are 

not necessarily bad models. These models can be highly abstracted, only including the most significant 

explicit event classes and small number of edges. ED is an important measurement for assessing the 

quality of the fuzzy model. 

3.2.3 Goodness 

The ASPD approach is used to determine the best settings of the parameters which generate the “best” 

model. At this point, we need the definition of some criterion to define what means “the best”.  Currently, 

we have three “goodness” related quality criteria of the fuzzy models: Model Complexity, Extended Detail 

and Conformance. They estimate the fuzzy models separately in three different perspectives. Any one of 

them cannot reflect the overall “goodness” of a model, e.g., the initial model in Figure 2.4 has high 

conformance but it is too complicated to be accepted. Thus, we need a formal definition of our measure of 

“goodness” for a process model. Fuzzy models with high conformance, high ED and low MC are 

regarded as high quality models. Here, we use goodness test function to identify the trade-off of the three 

metrics. The function is important to help us choose which fitting model is more appropriate, that is, 

given two fitting models which one better describes the log in a simple and specific way. Therefore, we 

present a formal definition of goodness test function, which supports the model selection. 

Definition 3.3 (Goodness Test Function).  GN: {(F,L)| F is a fuzzy model and L is a log}  [0,1] is a 

function that indicates how goodness is a model F when compared with log L, where goodness means that 

a simple model is preferable than complex one, and that “too much” detail information is undesirable. 

Hence, such a function represents a balance between structural complexity, information provided in the 

model and the conformance of the model. 

Hence, the formula of the goodness test function is defined as follows: 

- Using the MC metric to assess the complexity of a model, and we represent here as a function MC (F), 

where F is a fuzzy model. Thus, (1-MC (F)) is the model simplicity.  

- Using the ED metric to assess how specific is the model, and we represent here as a function ED (F), 

where F is a fuzzy model.  

- Using the Conformance metric to assess how well the model confirms to the log, and we represent 

here as a function Conformance (F, L), where F is a fuzzy model and L is a log.  

- Finally, since all the three functions are defined for the same codomain ([0,1]), we define the 

goodness of a model as a balance value among three metrics, as follows:  

1 ( ) ( )* ( , )
( , ) ( )

2

MC F ED F Conformance F L
GN F L

 
  

The GN metric provides a comprehensive evaluation of a fuzzy model, which gives a balanced 

evaluation of MC, ED and the conformance of the model. Fuzzy models with low MC, high ED and high 

conformance are preferred, which generate high GN. Hence, fuzzy models with higher GN have better 
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trade-off among the three metrics. That is, a high quality model should have a high GN. Therefore, the 

GN metric tells us how to choose the “best” model. Given an event log, the “best” process model is the 

model with the highest GN value. By using the GN metric, it is efficiently to perform model selection 

between models.   

The GN Function Verification 

In order to verify whether the GN function can return a best model that is acceptable, we test the GN. At 

this point, since we have the GN function, we can search the best model for the given log, at least using 

exhaustive method. But the main issue is that all the five parameters take values in real-valued ranges: 

there is an infinite number of possible choices. Exhaustive exploration is impossible. Thus, we use an 

approximate exhaustive method to test whether the GN function is trustable or not. Meanwhile, we can 

have an initial impression of the best models of the logs. To this aim, we carried out a best model 

searching experiment.  

Input Data 

We test 9 event logs. And for each log, we try 26136 choices to simulate the exhaustive experiment. Each 

choice corresponds to a combination of the five simplification parameter settings, which generates a fuzzy 

model. Such a choice is referred as a candidate. Since the parameters can have any real values from 0 to 1, 

by varying each parameter, we can create infinite candidates. Because of high computation complexity 

and the limitation of processing capability of the computer, we decide to give partial candidates as the 

sample data to perform regression analysis. Thus, totally we collect 26136 sample candidates, where we 

choose 6 different PreserveThreshold values, 6 different RatioThreshold values, 11 different EdgeCutoff 

values, 11 distinct UtilityR values and 7 different NodeCutoff values. The sampling values of each 

parameter are shown in Table 3.1 as follows. Each parameter has a starting point which is a minimum 

sample value and we acquire the next value by increasing a step length. Although the five parameters can 

be varied from 0 to 1, the value 0 and 1 are considered as two extremes which are not usually taken into 

account as the sample candidates. So for each parameter, we start with the minimum non-zero value. 

Parameters Start point Step length 

PreserveThreshold Min_Preserve (Max_Preserve-Min_Preserve)/5 

RatioThreshold Min_Ratio (Max_Ratio-Min_Ratio)/5 

EdgeCutoff 0.02 0.098 

UtilityR 0.02 0.098 

NodeCutoff Min_Sig (1.0-Min_Sig)/6 

Notation:  refer to Section 3.1. 

Min_Preserve: the minimum value of all possible PreserveThresholds. 

Max_Preserve: the maximum value of all possible PreserveThresholds. 

Min_Ratio: the minimum value of all possible RatioThresholds. 

Max_Ratio: the maximum value of all possible RatioThresholds. 

Min_Sig: the minimum value of all possible unary significances. 

Table 3.1 The acquisition of sample candidates 

In Table 3.1, the EdgeCutoff and UtilityR starts from 0.02 and the step length is 0.098. The possible 

values of EdgeCutoff are determined by UtilityR and UtilityR can be any values from 0 to 1 so that both of 

these two parameters can have infinite possible values. Logically they can be any non-zero value as small 
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as possible. However, the values lower than 0.02 cannot be specified by the slider on the interface so that 

we choose 0.02 as the starting point. The increasing step length is 0.098. After acquiring 11 values, the 

EdgeCutoff and UtilityR become 1.0. The other three parameters, PreserveThreshold, RatioThreshold and 

NodeCutoff, all have a minimum non-zero value. There are finite event classes in the log and each event 

class has its unary significance, among which there is an event class exhibit the minimum unary 

significance. We refer the minimum unary significance as Min_sig. The event classes are finite so that the 

conflicting relations (see section 3.3) are finite also. Among all the pairs of the conflicting relations, there 

should have a minimum value and a maximum value of PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold.  

We record the candidates and the corresponding model quality evaluation values in a table, i.e.,Table 

3.2. Table 3.2 shows three sample candidates together with the model quality estimation values for the 

event logs named Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz. Each raw in Table 3.2 represents a candidate, including the 

five parameter values and the quality criteria measurement values. 

Ratio Preserve EdgeCutoff UtilityR NodeCutoff Conformance ED MC GN 

0.685 0.159 0.216 0.706 0.173 0.857 0.778 0.245 0.786 

0.685 0.159 0.216 0.706 0.334 0.942 0.685 0.214 0.794 

0.685 0.159 0.216 0.706 0.496 0.930 0.367 0.089 0.747 

Table 3.2 Three sample candidates and the corresponding GN values 

Output Data 

Among the 26136 candidates, we search the candidates with the highest GN values. Thus, we obtain the 

best candidates that are displayed in Table 3.3.  

Ratio Preserve EdgeCutoff UtilityR NodeCutoff Conformance ED MC GN 

0.395 0.159 0.118 0.608 0.174 1 0.753 0.210 0.8289 

0.395 0.159 0.118 0.706 0.174 1 0.753 0.210 0.8289 

0.395 0.159 0.118 0.804 0.174 1 0.753 0.210 0.8289 

Table 3.3 The best settings of the five parameters for the event log Grpd_g4pi300.mxml.gz 

From Table 3.3, we found that the best setting appears when preserve threshold at the maximum, 

ratio is in the middle value, a small value of EdgeCutoff, high value of UtilityR and the minimum value of 

NodeCutoff.  Although the three candidates in Table 3.3 have different UtilityR settings, they construct the 

same fuzzy model that is presented in Figure 3.2. The model is simple, readable with high conformance 

1.0. The model is regarded as the optimum model for the log Grpd_g4pi300.mxml.gz. 
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Figure 3.2 The “best” model found for the log Grpd_g4pi300.mxml.gz using the GN function 

Analysis Result 

The GN function is reliable and provides right direction of searching the optimum model. We apply the 

same steps to another 8 event logs. The corresponding 8 optimum models and their corresponding settings 

are presented in Appendix A. Note that these optimum models in Appendix A are readable and exhibit 

high conformance. We found that some of the models are at low level of abstraction and some are at high 

level. In order to intuitively visualize the best settings and the effects of the simplification parameters on 

the model quality, we adopt the regression analysis method. 

3.3 Regression Analysis 

The goal of this section is to investigate the appearance of the best settings and the impact of the 

simplification parameters on the GN value. To this aim, we apply regression analysis techniques. 

Regression analysis includes any techniques for modeling and analyzing several variables, when the focus 

is on the relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. Here, we 

choose Interactive Response Surface Methodology (IRSM), to inspect the relations between the 

simplification parameters and the GN value.  
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3.3.1 IRSM Application 

IRSM is one kind of the regression analysis methods, which is a tool for understanding the quantitative 

relationship between multiple input variables and one output variable graphically and interactively. In our 

case, the input variables are the five simplification parameters while the output variable can be one of the 

four fuzzy model quality criteria: Conformance, MC, ED, and Goodness. To perform IRSM application, 

we choose the Statistics Toolbox function rstool in Matlab. 

Rstool 

The rstool provides a graphical user interface for interactively investigating one-dimensional contours of 

multidimensional response surface models. The rstool function is described as rstool (x, y, model, alpha, 

xname, yname). x represents the values of input variables while y describes the response data. The model 

is the fitted model that can be, „linear‟, „purequadratic‟, „interaction‟, and „quadratic‟. We choose the 

„quadratic‟ model, since it holds constant, linear, interaction, and squared terms in the model function. 

Meanwhile, the „quadratic‟ model applies 100*(1-apha) % global confidence intervals for new 

observations in the plots. Xname and yname are used to label the predictors‟ names. 

Rstool Input  

According to the description of the rstool above, the input data mainly includes x and y. x represents the 

input variables. Thus, x is a matrix which contains the values of the five simplification parameters. y 

represents the output variable. Hence, y is the GN value. Actually, we combine x and y together in a table 

as a whole input of the rstool.  

In order to perform regression analysis, we need to provide sufficient data. That is, we need to 

generate enough sample candidates (see Section 3.2.3) to execute the rstool. We use the sample 

candidates that have been generated already in Section 3.2.3. 

Rstool Output  

The output of the IRSM after using rstool is a graphical quadratic response surface model which is also a 

user interface interactively investigating one model quality criteria responding to the five simplification 

parameters. Figure 3.3 shows the quadratic response surface model of the log Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz 

applying rstool. 
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Figure 3.3 A quadratic response surface model is returned by rstool for the log Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz 

In Figure 3.3, the x-axis represents for the five parameters which are labeled from left to right, Ratio 

(represented for RatioThreshold), Preserve (represented for PreserveThreshold), EdgeCutoff, UtilityR 

and NodeCutoff respectively. The y-axis depicts the Goodness metric. There is a sequence of five plots 

displayed in Figure 3.3. Each plot shows a contour of the Goodness response surface against a single 

parameter, with all other parameters fixed. The current parameter values are displayed in the text boxes 

on the horizontal axis and are marked by vertical dashed blue lines in the plots. Parameter values can be 

changed either by editing the text boxes or by dragging the dashed blue lines. When a parameter value is 

changed, all plots update to show the new point of Goodness in parameter space that is shown in the 

vertical label on the left side of the figure together with confidence interval. From the quadratic model, 

we can observe the response of the Goodness when changing the variables. Note that the current settings 

reach the highest value of Goodness. The values of the five parameters are: RatioThreshold=0.39863, 

PreserveThreshold= 0.0465, EdgeCutoff=0.51, UtilityR=0.51, NodeCutoff=0.57683. The Goodness is 

0.75546+/-0.0025041 where +/-0.0025041 shows the 95% global confidence interval for the Goodness. 

The interval is presented as the region between two dashed red curves. Thus, the model shown in Figure 

3.3 is not the optimum model and we can change the parameter values to obtain the settings. Similarly, 

we apply the same steps to another 7 event logs and obtain another 7 quadratic response surface models 

listed in Appendix B. And each quadratic response surface model Appendix B displays the best settings 

of the five parameters.  

3.3.2 Quadratic Response Surface Models Evaluation 

The main use of the response surface models is to help us understand intuitively how the GN value 

changes when any one of the simplification parameters is varied, while the other parameters are fixed. 

Meanwhile, the quadratic response surface models also show the best settings intuitively. Before we use 

the quadratic response surface models, we need to evaluate the models so as to make sure they can truly 

reflect the behavior of the parameters. Thus, we use two quadratic response surface model evaluation 

metrics to measure the quadratic response surface models: R-Squred and RMSE.  
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Logs R-Squared RMSE 

Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz 0.9978 0.0230 

Grpd_g14pi300.mxml.gz 0.7564 0.0387 

Grpd_g4pi300.mxml.gz 0.8013 0.0248 

WOZ.mxml.gz 0.6973 0.0246 

RepairExample2 0.8761 0.0157 

Curricula.mxml.gz 0.7964 0.0282 

Afsch.mxml.gz 0.7916 0.0160 

Complication.mxml.gz 0.6570 0.0447 

Table 3.4 Quadratic response surface models evaluation by R-Squared and RMSE metrics 

Table 3.4 presents the evaluation of the nine quadratic response surface models. All of the models 

exhibit high R-Squred value and low RMSE estimation. Thus, the models can approximately simulate the 

effects of the parameters on the GN measure of the fuzzy models.  

3.3.3 Quadratic Response Surface Models Analysis Result  

The main purpose of the IRSM application is to observe the best settings of the event logs and find useful 

insights about the impact of the simplification parameters on the fuzzy model. The quadratic response 

surface models listed in Appendix B has already shown the best settings for the corresponding event logs. 

Seven useful observations are found from the quadratic response surface models (see Appendix B), as 

follows:  

 (1) EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff are the most powerful parameters. 

In each quadratic response surface model shown in Appendix B, we noticed that the EdgeCutoff 

curve and the NodeCutoff curve have the higher slope than other three parameter curves. That is, 

EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff have more impact on the fuzzy model than other three parameters. It is much 

easier and quicker to get the preferred fuzzy model through adjusting EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff than 

other three parameters. Meanwhile, we found that EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff determine the structure of 

the fuzzy model. Once they are decided, the fuzzy model is almost there.  

It is reasonable that EdgeCutoff is used to filter less significant edges globally and NodeCutoff is 

applied to filter less important nodes globally. EdgeCutoff with lower value removes more edges. 

NodeCutoff with higher value aggregates more nodes into clusters or removed. When a node is aggregated, 

the edges related to the node are also aggregated. Therefore, adjusting EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff is an 

efficient way to simplify the fuzzy model. 

(2) Low or middle level of EdgeCutoff is preferred. 

In the quadratic response surface models in Appendix B, we noticed that the best settings often have 

low or middle level of EdgeCutoff. EdgeCutoff with higher value reserves more edges, which increases 

the MC dramatically. Thus, EdgeCutoff with low or middle level is more preferred.   

(3) Three types of the effects of NodeCutoff on the GN value.  
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Based on the first three observations above, we can conclude that NodeCutoff curve can be used to 

distinguish one quadratic response surface model from others. Close study of the curve of NodeCutoff 

shows up three typical situations, which are described by three typical examples as follows. 

The quadratic response surface model in Figure 3.4 is built for the log Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz. The 

settings in Figure 3.4 depict the best settings of the optimum model. The current value of NodeCutoff is 

0.174. The Goodness is 0.8313+/-0.00628906. From the best settings, we found that both NodeCutoff is 

set at low value. When increasing NodeCutoff, the Goodness decreases.  

 

Figure 3.4 The best settings of the log Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz 

The quadratic response surface model in Figure 3.5 is generated for the log WOZ.mxml.gz. The 

settings in Figure 3.5 depict the best settings of the optimum model. The current value of NodeCutoff is 

0.37635. The Goodness is 0.80042+/-0.0035535. From the best settings, we found that the NodeCutoff 

curve is a parabolic line. When NodeCutoff is set at the middle value, the Goodness reaches the highest 

value.  

 

Figure 3.5 The best settings of the log WOZ.mxml.gz 
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The quadratic response surface model in Figure 3.6 is created for the log Complication.mxml.gz. The 

settings in Figure 3.6 depict the best settings of the optimum model. The current value of NodeCutoff is 

0.69772. The Goodness is 0.57527+/-0.0035133. From the best settings, we noticed that in order to obtain 

the optimum model with highest Goodness, NodeCutoff is often set at high value. Decreasing NodeCutoff 

reduces the Goodness value. 

 

Figure 3.6 The best settings of the log Complication.mxml.gz 

(4) The logs are sorted into three groups based on the influence of EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff on the GN 

value. 

Based on the effects of EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff described above, the logs are classified into three 

groups: group1, group2 and group3. The classification result is presented in Table 3.5. 

Groups Event logs Model Property 
Best Settings 

EdgeCutoff NodeCutoff 

Group1 

Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz, 

Grpd_g14pi300.mxml.gz, 

Grpd_g4pi300.mxml.gz 

RepairExample2, 

Low abstraction level, 

Well-structured, Simple 
Low/Middle Min_Sig 

Group2 

WOZ.mxml.gz, 

MiningBrones.mxml.gz, 

Afsch.mxml.gz 

Middle abstraction level 

 
Low/Middle Middle 

Group3 

Curricula.mxml.gz, 

Complication.mxml.gz, 

Hom.mxml.gz 

High abstraction level Low High 

Table 3.5 The logs are classified into three groups based on the effects on EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff on the 

GN value 

Group1: the best models in group1 are simple, well-structured and showing all activities. Hence, the 

logs in group1 contain small, simple and structured processes. We referred the logs in group1 as simple 

logs. When we look into the settings, we realized that NodeCutoff is often set at the minimum unary 
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significance and EdgeCutoff is normally at low or middle value. It is reasonable that simple logs 

concentrate on the model specification more than the model complexity.  

Group2: the best models in group2 often have several cluster nodes which presents in a middle level 

of abstraction. We conclude that the logs in group2 hold middle size and middle complex processes. 

When we check the best settings, NodeCutoff is often set a middle unary significance value and 

EdgeCutoff is normally at low or middle value. It makes sense as middle complex models need middle 

level of abstraction so as to make the model looks simpler and understood. We referred the logs in group2 

as middle complex logs. 

Group3: the best models in group3 have extremely high level of abstraction. In order to balance the 

model complexity and model specification, the models have to aggregate lots of event classes into the 

cluster nodes. The models look simple. But they provide a small quantity of information about the process. 

If the model is dropped into detail a little, it easily becomes complicate. Thus, the logs in group3 are 

referred as very complex log. They include large size and less-structured processes. NodeCutoff is often 

set at high value and EdgeCutoff is often set at low value. It is reasonable that very complex models focus 

on model complexity more than model specification.  

It is beneficial to classify the logs into three types as they have different types of best settings. It is an 

efficient way to find the best settings for an event log once we know how the best settings behave. Given 

an event log, we can determine the initial settings of the simplification parameters based on the log type, 

especially NodeCutoff and EdgeCutoff which are the most important parameters. Thus, there is a demand 

to sort the logs. The classification of the logs is introduced in Section 3.3. 

(5) UtilityR that exhibits higher value generates higher Goodness value. 

The effect of UtilityRn on the GN value is stable. The curve of UtilityR in each quadratic response 

surface model often tends to be increasing monotonically. Hence, UtilityR is set at high value so as to 

obtain a high quality fuzzy model. 

(6) RatioThreshold and PreserveThreshold have small influence on the fuzzy model. 

These two parameters have small influence on the fuzzy model. Look at the curves of 

RatioThreshold and PreserveThreshold, they have small slopes which indicate that the impact of these 

two parameters is not big. Two reasons: 

The first reason is that the influence of RatioThreshold and PreserveThreshold depends on the 

percentage of the quantity of the event classes that are in conflict situation. RatioThreshold and 

PreserveThreshold would have no impact on the fuzzy model if there were no event classes in the log that 

are in conflict state.  

The second reason is that the impact of RatioThreshold and PreserveThreshold is decreased by 

EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff. The less significant edges that are in conflict relation can be filtered by 

EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff so that RatioThreshold and PreserveThreshold have no influence on the 

removed edges anymore.  

 (7) There are 7 types of the best settings of PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold. 
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From the quadratic response surface models, we found that the peak point in the curves of 

PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold are near either the average value of the parameters or the extreme 

values. Thus, we classify the curves of PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold into 7 types, which are 

presented in Table 3.6. In Table 3.6, type 0 corresponds to three combinations, Min_Preserve & 

Avg_Ratio, Min_Preserve & Min_Ratio, and Max_Preserve & Max_Ratio. From the definition of 

PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold, we found that PreserveThreshold that exhibits the lowest value 

will reserve all the precedence relations that are in conflict. In this case, RatioThreshold has no impact on 

the fuzzy model. That is, no matter what value RatioThreshold is, the GN value remains the same.  

The combination types of curves of PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold are important for the 

adjustment of PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold. When we determine the combination type of the 

influence of PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold, we know the approximate best settings of 

PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold. 

PreserveThreshold RatioThreshold Preserve threshold Ratio threshold 
Combination 

Type 

  

 
Avg_Preserve Avg_Ratio 1 

  

 

Max_Preserve Avg_Ratio 2 

Min_Preserve Avg_Ratio 

0 
          

 

Min_Preserve Min_Ratio 

Min_Preserve Max_Ratio 

Max_Preserve Min_Ratio 3 

Max_Preserve Max_Ratio 4 

  

 
Avg_Preserve 

Min_Ratio 5 

Max_Ratio 6 

Table 3.6 Seven types of the curves of PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold 

3.4 Log Classification 

According to the observation (4) in Section 3.2.3, there is a demand to classify the logs into three types: 

simple logs, middle complex logs and very complex logs. Different types of logs have distinct impact of 

the parameters on the GN value. That is, different kinds of logs have different parameter adjustment 

methods.  

Event logs are characterized by log properties. Event logs can be structured very differently. 

Different structures of event logs lead to distinct fuzzy models. As consequence, for some logs, it is easy 

to obtain a simple and structured model. But for some logs, the resulting models are often complex and 

less structured. Thus, it is essential to investigate the log characteristics that determine the complexity of 

the mining results. Currently, there is no single metric that is used to evaluate the complexity of a log. 
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Thus, in this section, we propose a new log characteristic, log complexity (LC), to describe the complexity 

of the log that directly affects the complexity of the mining results. 

LC is a determined by the other two log basic characteristics: the number of event classes and the 

number of precedence relations. Before introducing the concept of the LC, we first present three basic 

concepts in Section 3.3.1: Event Class and Precedence Relation. Then, we give these two basic log 

characteristics in Section 3.3.2. Finally, the LC is described in Section 3.3.3. 

3.4.1 Preliminaries 

In this section, we would like to familiarize the reader with some key concepts that are important for the 

understanding of the log characteristics. We mainly introduce two concepts that are used to characterize 

the elements of the log: Event Class and Precedence Relation. Event Class has been defined in [1]. And 

Precedence Relation is extended from the concept of Direct Following Relation [1].  

Event Class 

Every log consists of a number of events. The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm considers unique events. Unique 

events are characterized by event name and event type. Event classes are a set of unique events in the log. 

In the initial model, activity nodes are translated from event classes. Every event class is mapped to a 

node. The definition of event class [1] is described as follows. 

Definition 3.5 (Event Class). Let E be a set of unique log events and let   be a log trace over E.     

  maps each event to its event class, where   is the set of event classes. The set of event classes for a log 

trace   can be defined be as follows:               . The set of event classes for a log   is defined as 

follows:              . 

Direct Following Relation 

A pair of event classes (a, b) is considered part of the direct following relation [1], if there is at least one 

trace in the log where an event of class a is directly followed by another event of class b. This relation can 

be formalized as follows: 

Definition 3.6 (Direct following relation). Let C be a set of event classes, let E be a set of log events, 

and let L be a log over E. The direct following relation F over a trace l   L is defined as follows: 

                                                      . 

The direct following relation   over a log   is defined as follows:                .  

Precedence Relation 

When constructing fuzzy models, the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm does not only consider the direct following 

relation but also long distance relation as well. The union of both direct following relations and long 

distance relations is referred as Precedence Relation. Thus, a pair of event classes (a, b) is regarded as a 

precedence relation between event class a and event class b, if event class a is followed by event class b 

either directly or with long distance. The unique precedence relations are taken into account. A unique 

precedence relation (a, b) is characterized by event class a, event class b and their following direction. 
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The precedence relation can be formalized as follows. The precedence relation can be formalized as 

follows: 

Definition 3.7 (Precedence Relation). Let   be a set of event classes, let   be a set of log events, and let 

  be a log over  . A precedence relation PR over a trace     is defined as follows: 

                                                      , where j   i+1. j=i+1 indicates the 

direct following relations and j>i+1 represents long distance relations.  

The precedence relation    over a log   is defined as follows:                  .  

In the FM, the default maximum length of the long distance relation is five. That is, a precedence 

relation of two event classes with distance longer than five is not considered in the Fuzzy Miner 

Algorithm. For instance, in the trace, ABCDEFG, the precedence relation AG is not taken into account, as 

the distance between event class A and event class G exceeds five.  

3.4.2 Log Basic Characteristics 

The Fuzzy Miner Algorithm uses log-based metrics to generate a process model, where every event class 

is mapped to a distinct node and every precedence relation is mapped to a distinct edge. Thus, the number 

of nodes, i.e., the number of event classes, directly affects the complexity of the mining result. Similarly, 

the number of edges, i.e., the amount of precedence relations, also directly influences the complexity of 

the resulting model. The number of event classes is characterized by Variety. The quantity of precedence 

relations is characterized by Precedence Relation Magnitude. Hence, we introduce these two log basic 

properties as follows. 

Variety 

Variety [1] describes the number of event classes in the log.  

Definition 3.8 (Variety). The variety (V) of an event log L denotes the number of distinct event classes in 

the log, and is defined as follows:  V(L)       . 

Variety has great influence on the performance of the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm. Event logs that have 

high variety are more likely to high complex models so that they usually need some sort of simplification 

or filtering to focus on more important event classes.  

Precedence Relation Magnitude  

Precedence relation magnitude depicts the number of following relations featured in the log. Note that this 

metric depends on the set of precedence relation PR. 

Definition 3.9. (Precedence Relation Magnitude). The precedence relation magnitude (PRM) of an 

event log L denotes the number of distinct precedence relation magnitude classes in the log, and is 

defined as follows:               . 

PRM affects greatly on the performance of the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm. Event logs with large PRM 

are more likely to high complex models so that they often apply edge simplification processes to 

concentrate on more significant precedence relations.  
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3.4.3 Log Complexity 

The log complexity (LC) metric measures the complexity of a log which directly affects the complexity of 

the resulting models. The LC is characterized by two aspects: the log size and the log flexibility. Small 

event logs often generate less complex process models than large event logs. Event logs which contain 

flexible processes often produce less-structured fuzzy models. It is possible that a small, but very 

unstructured event log generates a complex process model. By both considering the log size and the log 

flexibility, the log complexity is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.10. (Log Complexity). The log complexity (LC) metric describes the complex degree of the 

log based on the log variety V(L) and the precedence relation magnitude PRM(L): 

                      
      

     . 

The log size is estimated through Variety and PRM. An event log consists of two elements that are 

directly used to construct the fuzzy model: event classes and precedence relations. Thus, the number of 

the elements determines the log size. That is,                   part characterizes the log size.   

The log flexibility is evaluated by 
      

     . An event log with high Variety and PRM is not necessary 

unstructured. The structure of an event log describes the amount of observed behavior, as compared to the 

amount of theoretically possible behavior. The number of observed behavior of a log is PRM(L) and the 

amount of all the possible behavior is      . Hence, 
      

      reflects the flexibility of the log. Event logs 

that exhibit high 
      

      value are flexible and especially problematic for process mining algorithms. The 

derived models attempt to show all observed behavior, which is a very unstructured model: because every 

node is linked to other nodes.  The flexibility level can be decreased by filtering precedence relations. 

Event logs with high LC value are complex logs. We give three event logs in Table 3.7. Log2 has the 

highest complexity. Figure 3.7 presents the corresponding fuzzy models for the three example logs. Look 

at the three models, log 2 produces the most complex model. 

Log Name Traces V(L) PRM(L) LC(L) 

Log1 
Trace1: A 

Trace2: B 
2 0 2.00 

Log2 
Trace1: ABCBAC 

Trace2: ABCBAC 
3 9 24.0 

Log3 
Trace1: ABC 

Trace1: ACB 
3 4 9.52 

Table 3.7 The log complexity of three example logs 
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                    (a) The resulting fuzzy model of log1                   (b) The resulting fuzzy model of log2 

 

(c) The resulting fuzzy model of log3 

Figure 3.7 Three fuzzy models generated for three example logs in Table 3.7 

3.4.4 Log Categorization  

We applied the LC to the 20 event logs shown in Table 3.8. Then, apply the J48 classification method to 

sort the logs. The result is presented in Figure 3.8. From the classification result, we obtain the classifier 

model. Event logs that have the LC<325 are simple logs. Event logs with the LC   (325, 1160) belong to 

middle complex logs. Event logs that have the LC>1160 are very complex logs. 
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Logs LC Log Type 

ProtosDataMiningTest 86.04906 

Simple Log 

RepairExample2 144.5877 

Grpd_g14pi300 208.5943 

Grpd_g4pi300 228.7273 

Grpd_g25pi300 324.9777 

WOZ 346.2297 

Middle Complex Log 

Breast cancer 500.1483 

Asfch 476.5445 

Advanced lung cancer 826.5070 

Bewwar 1160.369 

Complication 1918.534 

Very Complex Log 

MiningBronbeststand 2210.997 

Return cancer 2745.470 

Lungcancer 3981.668 

Colon cancer 5425.038 

Gastric 5640.014 

Curricula 5668.270 

Infraction 12087.14 

Tuber 12315.94 

Cerebral homorrhage 12866.79 

Table 3.8 The log complexity of 20 logs 
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Figure 3.8 Log classification result using the J48 classification method 

3.5 The ASPD Approach 

Different types of logs exhibit distinct parameter adjustment methods. Thus, based on the log type, we 

give corresponding parameter adjustment strategy.  

In this section, the ASPD approach is introduced. In section 3.5.1, the basic idea of the ASPD 

approach is given. Section 3.5.2 illustrates the initial settings for different types of logs. In section 3.5.3, 

the parameters adaption strategies are described based on the log types separately.   

3.5.1 Basic Idea 

Logs are classified into three different types by log complexity. Log complexity directly affects the 

complexity of the resulting models. The mined models with different complexity model need different 

simplification procedures. Thus, different type of logs should have different strategies that guide the 

simplification procedure. The ASPD approach is shown in Figure 3.9. Each type of logs has a 
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corresponding adjustment method, labeled by adjustment method for very complex logs, adjustment 

method for middle complex logs, and adjustment method for simple logs, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 The basic idea of the ASPD approach 

The three adjustment methods for different types of logs all consists of two steps: initial setting and 

parameter adaption. The relationship of these two steps is displayed in Figure 3.10.  

Initial Setting: simplification parameters 

Choose the best 
model

Fine Adjustment: 
PreserveThreshold, 

RatioThreshold, 

UtilityRatio

Recommend a 

relative high 

quality model

Coarse Adjustment: 

EdgeCutoff && NodeCutoff

Parameters Adaption Strategy

 

Figure 3.10 The framework of the parameters adaption strategies for different types of the logs 

The first step is to determine the initial settings. This task contains two subtasks: initial values for the 

simplification parameters and factorization of the search space by assigning the expected number of 

candidates for each parameter. In order to find better result, we have to find proper initial settings. 

The second step is the parameters adaption strategy. The main phases of the parameters exploration 

strategy is represented in Figure 3.10. It is similar to the way of using a microscope to examine a 

specimen. Usually when using a microscope, we first use the coarse adjustment to find the area of the 

ASPD approach Method for automatic parameter values adaption strategies based on the log types.  

Input: an event log L 

1. Determine the log complexity 

1. If log complexity>1160 then  

2.      Call adjustment method for very complex logs 

3. else if log complexity>325 then 

4.      Call adjustment method for middle complex logs 

5. Else 

6.      Call adjustment method for simple logs 

7. end if  
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specimen and then apply the fine adjustment to bring the specimen into focus. Since EdgeCutoff and 

NodeCutoff are the most powerful parameters, they are considered as the coarse adjustment parameters. 

And the other three parameters, PreserveThreshold, RatioThreshold and UtilityR, are used for fine 

adjustment. Our suggestion is to tune EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff parameters to roughly find a “best” 

local model. Then, the “best” local model is extended into fine adjustment. Both coarse adjustment and 

fine adjustment adopt iteration search. Meanwhile, in either coarse adjustment or fine adjustment, the 

parameters are tuned in sequence. Each parameter adjustment generates a “best” local model which is 

transferred to the next parameter adjustment.  

3.5.2 Initial Settings for Three Different Types of Logs 

From the best settings of the parameters of the logs, we noticed that different types of logs have different 

best settings. From the quadratic response surface models in Appendix B, we aim to obtain suitable 

positions to be the initial settings of the parameters where the mining result is approximate optimal. It is 

helpful to provide proper initial settings so as to find the best candidate efficiently. The initial values of 

the parameters for different types of logs are shown in Table 3.9. 

Logs EdgeCutoff NodeCutoff 
PreserveThreshold & 

RatioThreshold 
UtilityR 

Simple Log 0.02  or 0.51 Min_Sig Maximum (Type) 0.93 

Middle Complex Log 0.02  or 0.51 0.5 Maximum (Type) 0.93 

Very Complex Log 0.02 1.0 Maximum (Type) 0.8 

Table 3.9 Initial parameter settings for different type of logs 

Simple logs: from the best settings presented in the quadratic response surface models in Appendix B, 

we found that EdgeCutoff is set at low or middle value, and NodeCutoff is often set at the Min_Sig value. 

UtilityR that exhibits high value produces high GN value. Thus, it is reasonable to initialize UtilityR at a 

high value. Note that UtilityR within the range (0.93, 1.0) contributes approximate maximum GN value. 

Hence, we can select any value among the range as the initial value. We choose 0.93 as the initial value of 

UtilityR. For simple logs, since the processes are not complex, we do not let the PreserveThreshold and 

RatioThreshold work firstly. Therefore, we choose initial settings of PreserveThreshold and 

RatioThreshold of the type (see Section 3.2.3) that generates the maximum GN value. 

Middle complex logs: for middle complex logs, we noticed that the best setting of NodeCutoff is 

often set at a middle value. Thus, we start NodeCutoff at 0.5. The explanation of the other four parameters 

is the same with that of simple logs. 

Very complex logs: very complex logs often contain large amount of event classes and precedence 

relations. Hence, for very complex logs, we suggest searching from a simple model with as few edges and 

nodes as possible. From the best settings appearance, we found that EdgeCutoff is often set at low value. 

And we would like to set the most powerful simplification parameter NodeCutoff at 1.0. As consequence, 

the model based on the initial settings is the simplest. Then, we attempt to crawl up to find a better model 

until no better model found.  For such logs, we focus on coarse adjustment not on fine adjustment. So we 

choose type1 (see Section 3.2.3) settings of PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold, where average values 

are taken into account for both of the parameters. From best setting of UtilityR, we found that there is a 
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peak in the curve of UtilityR which has the highest GN value. The position of the peak is around 0.8. 

Consequently, we choose 0.8 as the initial value for very complex logs.  

3.5.3 Parameter Adaption Strategies 

The initial settings of the parameters have been set in previous section. We assume that the quadratic 

response surface models are reliable. Thus, the problem becomes how to search the best settings based on 

the initial settings. The way of tuning the parameter values to find the best candidate is referred as 

parameter adaption strategy. 

The Framework of the Parameter Adaption Strategy 

The framework of the parameter adaption strategy is shown in Figure 3.11. The five parameters are 

classified into three groups. EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff are in the EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method 

group that needs to be first adjusted. PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold are in the 

PreserveRatioAdjustment method group which needs to be tuned following the 

EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method. UtilityRAdjustment is the final group to be adapted, which consists 

of only one parameter: UtilityR. 

Initial Parameters Settings

EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment

Reserve Satisfactory 

Candidates

PreserveRatioAdjustment

UtilityRAdjustment

Return the Best Candidate From 

All Satisfactory Candidates
 

Figure 3.11 The parameter adaption strategy framework 
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Initial Parameters 
Settings

OldGN=GN(initial settings);

NewGN=0.0;

EdgeCutoffAdjustment

NewGN=BestGN_1

Find BestGN_1

NodeCutoffAdjustment

NewGN>OldGN?

NewGN=BestGN_2

Find BestGN_2

NewGN>OldGN?

OldGN=NewOld

First Best Setting (FBS)

yes

yes

No

no

OldGN=NewOld

         

FBS

OldGN=GN(FBS);

NewGN=0.0;

PreserveThresholdAdjustment

NewGN=BestGN_1

Find BestGN_1

RatioThresholdAdjustment

NewGN>OldGN?

NewGN=BestGN_2

Find BestGN_2

NewGN>OldGN?

OldGN=NewOld

Second Best Setting

yes

yes

No

no

OldGN=NewOld

 

                   (a) EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method                    (b) PreserveRatioAdjustment method. 

Figure 3.12 EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method and PreserveRatioAdjustment method 

The inspiration of three group parameter adjustment methods came from the way we use to find best 

settings in the quadratic response surface models. Appendix C shows the way to search the best settings 

for a log named WOZ.mxml.gz.  EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff are adapted iteratively until no better GN is 

found. Also, the same phenomenon of finding best settings happens to PreserveThreshold and 

RatioThreshold. Thus, we use the similar way to find best settings for the parameters. Figure 3.12 

presents the EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method and the PreserveRatioAdjustment method. The method 

will stop searching when the best settings are found. Note that the first best settings (FBS) is returned 
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after applying EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method. The FBS will be taken as the initial setting for the 

PreserveRatioAdjustment method.  

Meanwhile, we found that EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method calls EdgeCutoffAdjustment method 

and NodeCutoffAdjustment method. And PreserveRatioAdjustment method calls 

PreserveThresholdAdjusment method and RatioThresholdAdjustment method. And UtilitRAdjustment 

contains UtilityR adaption method. Thus, we need to investigate the single parameter adjustment method 

which is introduced as follows.  

Single Parameter Adjustment Method 

Based on the discussion of the parameter adaption strategies above, we need to investigate the way to 

identify the best setting for each parameter.  

First of all, we give the scenario of the problem in Figure 3.14. The x-axis represents a simplification 

parameter sp which can be any one of the five simplification parameters. The y-axis represents the value 

of the GN evaluation. The curve shows a contour of the GN response surface against the single parameter 

sp, with all other parameters fixed. The red line in Figure 3.14 indicates the best setting of the parameter 

sp in this curve. S_V and E_V represent two locations of the sp. GN_S and GN_E represent the 

corresponding GN values of S_V and E_V respectively. Thus, our goal is to find the position of the best 

setting. 

S_V E_V Parameter sp

GN

Best Setting

0 1

GN_S

GN_E

 
Figure 3.13 The scenario of identifying the best setting for a parameter x 

The idea of identifying location of the best setting comes from the binary search algorithm. A binary 

search is a dichotomic divide and conquer search algorithm, which is for locating the position of an item 

in a sorted array by comparing the target to the middle item in the list.  

We adopt the binary search algorithm to find the location which contributes the highest GN value. 

Assume we need to search the best setting in the range (S_V, E_V). The first step is to identify the GN 

value of the middle value of the range, represented by 
        

 
. Therefore, the range is separated into two 

sub ranges: (S_V, 
        

 
) and (

        

 
, E_V). In our case, the initial settings provide the first divider of 

the adjusting range of each parameter. For instance, if the adjusting range of EdgeCutoff is (0.02, 0.8) and 

the initial value of EdgeCutoff is 0.5. Thus, the range is thus divided into (0.02,0.5) and (0.5,0.8). The 
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second step is to compare the value to GN_S and GN_E. From the comparison result, we decide which 

range is going to be further investigated. There are three scenarios.  

Figure 3.14 shows one of the scenarios. Obviously,    
        

 
  is higher than both GN_S and 

GN_E. Thus, the range is divided into (S_V, 
        

 
) and (

        

 
    ). Since the best setting can be in 

any of them, both of the ranges need to be investigated. That is, when we investigate the range (S_V, 
        

 
),  we replace E_V with 

        

 
 and continuing the searching process. When we investigate the 

range (
        

 
    ), we replace S_V with 

        

 
 and continuing the searching process. 

S_V E_V Parameter sp

GN

Best Setting

0 1

GN_S

GN_E

(S_V+E_V)/2

GN((S_V+E_V)/2)

 

Figure 3.14 One situation when comparing the GN value when sp=(S_V+E_V)/2 to GN_S and GN_E 

Figure 3.15 shows another scenario. In this case,    
        

 
  is higher than GN_S but lower than 

GN_E. Hence, the new range becomes (
        

 
    ) that has to be further investigated. 

S_V E_V Parameter sp

GN

Best Setting

0 1

GN_S

GN_E

(S_V+E_V)/2

GN((S_V+E_V)/2)

 

Figure 3.15 The second scenario when comparing the GN value when sp=(S_V+E_V)/2 to GN_S and GN_E 

The third scenario is shown in Figure 3.16. In this case,    
        

 
  is higher than GN_E but lower 

than GN_S. Hence, the new range becomes (    
        

 
) that has to be further inspected. 
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S_V E_V Parameter sp

GN

Best Setting

0 1

GN_S

GN_E

(S_V+E_V)/2

GN((S_V+E_V)/2)

 

Figure 3.16 The third scenario when comparing the GN value when sp=(S_V+E_V)/2 to GN_S and GN_E 

The search is repeated until no better model is discovered. That is, reaches the stop criteria. The stop 

criteria contain one condition used to terminate the searching process: when GN_S, GN_N and 

   
        

 
  equal to each other. For more information about the adjustment method of the five 

simplification parameters, we refer to Appendix D. 

Parameter Adaption Strategies 

Different log types have different parameter adaption strategies. The main difference is the adaption 

order of EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff in EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method.  

Simple Logs 

Appendix C shows the way to search the best settings for a simple log named Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz. 

Similarly, we apply these steps to find the best candidate for simple logs. The parameter adaption strategy 

starts with the initial settings. First of all, EdgeCutoffAdjustment method is applied, which is used to 

search the best setting of EdgeCutoff. Then, NodeCutoff is slightly adapted around the initial settings, 

since the initial setting of NodeCutoff is almost the best setting for simple logs. Then, 

PreserveRatioAdjustment method is used to determine the best settings of PreserveThreshold and 

RatioThreshold. After that, UtilityRAdjustment method is employed to indentify the best setting of 

UtilityR. Note that in each method application, all the satisfactory models are collected in a set. At the end, 

we check whether there are any satisfactory models. If there are no satisfactory models in the set, we use 

NodeCutoffAdjustment method to slightly adapt NodeCutoff so as to find a satisfactory model. Finally, the 

best candidate of the satisfactory candidates is returned. 

Middle Complex Logs 

Appendix C also shows the way to search the best settings for a middle complex log named WOZ.mxml.gz.  

Similarly, we apply these steps to find best candidate for middle complex logs.  Since the best settings of 

EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff are near the middle value, both of them should be adapted alternately until 

the GN is not changed. The rest step is the same with simple logs. 

Very Complex Logs 
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Appendix C shows the way to search the best settings for a very complex log named Complication.zip.  

We apply these steps to find best candidate for very complex logs.  The parameter adaption strategy starts 

with the initial settings. For very complex logs, NodeCutoff is adjusted first by applying 

NodeCutoffAdjustment method. Initially, NodeCutoff is set at 1.0. Thus, the direction of tuning 

NodeCutoff is from high value to low value. We slightly decrease NodeCutoff until the GN reaches the 

highest value. After that, PreserveRatioAdjustment method and UtilityRAdjustment method are used to 

identify the best settings of PreserveThreshold, RatioThreshold and UtilityR. Note that EdgeCutoff 

remains at low value 0.02 and is not adapted in this strategy, as increasing EdgeCutoff for very complex 

logs easily makes the model complex and unreadable. During each application of the parameter 

adjustment methods, all the tried candidates are collected in a set. Finally, return the best satisfactory 

model if there are any. Otherwise, return the best candidate from the model collection set.   

3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we investigate the simplification parameter possible values. Then, we extend the model 

quality criteria and introduce goodness test function to measure the goodness of a model. After that, we 

present the regression analysis experiment which is used to study the relations between simplification 

parameters and the goodness value. Based on the relations, we give the ASPD approach which consists of 

two parts: initial settings of the parameters and parameter adaption strategies. Different types of logs have 

different initial settings and distinct parameter adaption strategies.  
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Chapter 4 

Implementation and Evaluation 

In this section, the implementation design and graphical user interface design are introduced separately. In 

Section 7.1, the implementation design of the ASPD approach is given. As a part of the design, the user 

cases are presented in Section 7.2. The graphical user interface design is illustrated in Section 7.3. In 

Section 7.4, the ASPD approach is evaluated.  

4.1 Implementation Design 

The ASPD approach is implemented in the ProM 6.0 framework as a new plug-in named Fuzzy Miner 

Adapter. The Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in is an extended and improved version of the Fuzzy Miner plug-

in that has been implemented earlier [1]. So the main framework is the same with the Fuzzy Miner plug-in. 

The main extension is to realize the ASPD approach in order to obtain a relative high quality fuzzy model 

automatically.  

The sequence diagram in the Figure 4.1 captures behaviors of the eight main classes in the Fuzzy 

Miner Adapted plug-in. From Figure 4.1, we can find how the Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in works. 

User

FuzzyMinerAdapted.java FuzzyMinerAdaptedUI.java MetricRepository.java MutableFuzzyGraphAdapted.

java

FuzzyModelAdaptedInformationPa

nel.java

1 : Load an event log

2:Sent log to the miner 

3:Sent log to metric calculation

5: Send log-based metrics to visualize model 

6: return Initial mutable fuzzy model

4: Log-based metrics

7 : transform the Initial mutable fuzzy model 

11:return newfastTransformerPanel

8 : transform Log-based metrics 

9: transform the log

NewFastTransformPanel.

java

10: send all the information to form 

the model visualization panel

FastFuzzyMinerAdapted.

java

12:transform the 

specified conformance

13:return the best settings of

 the five parameter

FastTransformer.java

12:send the settings of the five parameters

11:return simplified fuzzy model

 

Figure 4.1 The time series of the eight main classes 

Eight main classes 

 FuzzyMinerAdapted.java, which loads the log context. 

 FuzzyMinerAdaptedUI.java, which holds the GUI for the miner and process the log mining.  

 MetricRepository.java, which calculates the log-based metrics. 

 MutableFuzzyGraphAdapted.java, which contains activities related to the fuzzy graph, i.e., forms a 

fuzzy graph. 
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 FuzzyModelAdaptedInformationPanel.java, which realizes the actual visualization interface setup, 

including transform panel, unaryMetrics panel, binaryMetric panel and animationPanel.  

 NewFastTransformerPanel.java, which constructs the transform panel and holds all the events that 

associated with transform panel, i.e., model changes while varying the values of simplification 

parameters. 

 FastFuzzyMinerAdapted.java, which holds the automatic determination strategy of graph 

simplification parameters to obtain a relative idea fuzzy model. 

 FastTransformer.java, which realizes the simplification procedure. 

4.2 The Graphical User Interface Design 

In this section the Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in user interface design is introduced. The GUI is 

implemented in the ProM 6 framework. The user interface is only related to the ASPD approach as other 

interfaces are the same with the Fuzzy Miner plug-in. 

Initialization GUI 

Figure 4.2 shows the first panel of the initialization GUI. The panel is the same with the Fuzzy Miner 

plug-in. In the panel user can set the initial Fuzzy Miner setting, such as maximal distance setting and the 

weights for nine log metrics. The user can continue the Fuzzy Miner Adapted by clicking the Continue 

button. After loading an event log and starting the Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in. The Fuzzy Miner 

Adapted plug-in is going to discover a fuzzy model from the event log. 

  

Figure 4.2 The screenshot of the Fuzzy Miner Adapted initial panel 

At the beginning, you will be announced a messagebox shown in Figure 4.3 (left) which tells the 

approximate time that the discovering process will take. You need to click the notification so that the 

process can keep going. Then, the Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in starts to discover the fuzzy model from 
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the event log and choose a relative optimal model. After few minutes, the extracted fuzzy model will be 

visualized in the interface.  

  

Figure 4.3 The main interface of the Fuzzy Miner Adapter plug-in     

On the right side of the Figure 4.3 (right), there are four filters, Concurrency filter, Edge filter, Node 

filter and Conformance filter. The first three filters are the same with the original version of Fuzzy Miner 

plug-in while the Conformance filter is an extension function shown in Figure 4.4. The “Conformance 

filter” panel is added which is different from the Fuzzy Miner plug-in, where there is a slider in the middle 

and a progress bar on the bottom. The slider is used to specify the conformance the user needs. The 

process bar is used to indicate whether the exploring finished or not.  After the mining has finished, a 

fuzzy model will be visualized satisfying the new conformance requirement. 

 

Figure 4.4 Conformance filter slider 
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The conformance filter in Figure 4.4 is used to set the conformance requirement. The default 

conformance requirement is 0.8.  Users may change the conformance requirement of the fuzzy model. For 

example, the user needs higher conformance of the fuzzy model. So, he needs to increase the slider value 

to i.e., 0.96.  Whenever the required conformance is reset, a process bar appears, indicating that the Fuzzy 

Miner Adapted plug-in has started to find the optimum model (see Figure 4.5).  

 

Figure 4.5 The process bar of the waiting notification during searching  

4.3 Test Scenarios and Results 

In this section, we present three test scenarios and the test result of applying the ASPD approach. In order 

to monitor how the ASPD approach search the best model, we attempt to use a table to record all the 

candidates found to describe this process. Thus, there are three scenarios. For each type of log, we use an 

example to explain the process as follows.  

Scenario 1: Simple Logs 

We take the log Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz as an example. The parameters values adaption process of 

applying the ASPD approach on the log is displayed in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6 shows all the satisfactory 

candidates. Totally there are 43 satisfactory models. The last column shows the number 51 which is the 

number of explored candidates.  

The first row in red rectangular shows the candidate based on the initial settings. The initial values of 

the simplification parameters of the log are: RatioThreshold=0.4906; PreserveThreshold=0.5798; 

EdgeCutoff=0.5; UtilityR=0.93;NodeCutoff=0.17366. The initial GN value is 0.81084. 

Then, EdgeCutoffAdjustment method is applied, represented in green rectangular. In the 

EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method, we found that EdgeCutoff is adjusted first and NodeCutoff remains 

at the minimum unary significance 0.17366. When finding the best setting of EdgeCutoff that are 0.0625 

and 0.04125, NodeCutoff is slightly raised to check whether there are better models. Note that two other 
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NodeCutoff are tried: 0.26179 and 0.17757. And the resulting GN values decrease. This phenomenon 

indicates that the best settings of NodeCutoff and EdgeCutoff have been found. The best setting of 

NodeCutoff is 0.17366 and the best setting of EdgeCutoff can be either 0.0625 or 0.04125. At this point, 

the optimum GN value is 0.828899. 

After that, PreserveRatioAdjustment method is used to find the best settings of PreserveThreshold 

and RatioThreshold, displayed in yellow rectangular. Look at the yellow rectangular, you can find that 

PreserveThreshold is adapted first and RatioThreshold remains the same. Until finding the best setting of 

PreserveThreshold, then start to search the best setting of RatioThreshold. The best setting of 

PreserveThreshold can be 0.4798, 0.1597 or 0.5798. The best setting of RatioThreshold is the default 

value 0.4906. At this point, the optimum GN value is 0.828899. 

Finally, UtilityR is tuned slightly to find better candidates, represented in blue rectangular. We found 

that almost all the tried UtilityR values generate the same fuzzy model with GN 0.828899.  

Therefore, the optimum GN value is 0.828899. There are 16 candidates that generate the same 

optimum GN value. They are exactly the same models. Hence, any one of them can be used to visualize 

the optimum model (see Figure 4.7). 
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Initial Settings

EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment

PreserveRatioAdjustment

UtilityRAdjustment

 

 Figure 4.6 The parameters adaption process of the simple log: Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz 
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Figure 4.7 The optimum model is found based on the best setting presented in Figure 4.6 

Scenario 2: Middle Complex Logs 

We take the log WOZ.mxml.gz as an example. The parameters values adaption process of applying the 

ASPD approach on the log is displayed in Figure 4.8. Totally 44 candidates are explored and 28 

candidates are satisfactory models. 

Note that the initial settings are not displayed as the initial model is not a satisfactory candidate.  

Then, EdgeCutoffAdjustment method is applied, represented in green rectangular. In the 

EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method, we found that EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff are tuned iteratively 

until no better model is found. After that, PreserveRatioAdjustment method is used to find the best 

settings of PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold, displayed in yellow rectangular. Finally, UtilityR is 

tuned slightly to find better candidates, represented in blue rectangular. We found that the optimum GN 

value is 0.79990. There are 3 candidates that generate the same optimum GN value. They are exactly the 

same models. Hence, any one of them can be used to visualize the optimum model (see Figure 4.9). 
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EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment

PreserveRatioAdjustment

UtilityRAdjustment

 

Figure 4.8 The parameters adaption process of the middle complex log: WOZ.mxml.gz 

 

Figure 4.9 The optimum model is found based on the best setting presented in Figure 4.8 
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Scenario 3: Very Complex Logs  

We take the log Complication.zip as an example. The parameters values adaption process of applying the 

ASPD approach on the log is displayed in Figure 4.10. Totally 38 candidates are explored and 33 

candidates are satisfactory models. 

The red rectangular displays the initial settings of the log. In the EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment method, 

we found that EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff are tuned iteratively until no better model is found. Note that 

NodeCutoff is tuned first in ascending order starting from 1.0. The best setting of NodeCutoff is 0.813902 

and the best setting of EdgeCutoff is 0.02. At this point, the optimum GN value is 0.695641. Then, 

PreserveRatioAdjustment method is used to find the best settings of PreserveThreshold and 

RatioThreshold, displayed in yellow rectangular. Finally, UtilityR is tuned slightly to find better 

candidates, represented in blue rectangular. The optimum GN value is 0.699334. The optimum model is 

shown in Figure 4.11. 

EdgeNodeCutoffAdjustment

PreserveRatioAdjustment

UtilityRAdjustment

Initial Settings

 

 Figure 4.10 The parameters adaption process of the very complex log: Complication.zip 
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Figure 4.11 The optimum model is found based on the best setting presented in Figure 4.10 

4.4 Evaluation of the ASPD Approach 

The aim of the thesis project is to improve the usability of the Fuzzy Miner plug-in by using the ASPD 

approach. Thus, we need to evaluate the improvement. In order to measure the improvement, we compare 

the ASPD approach to the parameters tuning method used in the Fuzzy Miner.  

It is necessary to investigate the way in which users tune the parameters in Fuzzy Miner. As 

discussed in Section 2.3, the Fuzzy Miner initially returns a default fuzzy model based on the default 

settings. Except the default model, users have to modify the simplification parameters to obtain other 

fuzzy models. We assume that users are not familiar with the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm. They do not know 

the influence of the parameters on the fuzzy model. Thus, we use random value generation of the 

parameters to simulate the parameter adjusting process performed by users.  

Then, we compare the performance of two approaches: the ASPD approach and the random method. 

The performance of both methods can be evaluated in two aspects: the time consumed in the searching 

process and the optimum model returned. To make a meaningful comparison, the comparison is done by 

(1) measuring the quality of the optimum model found using these two methods within a same period of 

time, referred as Same Time Perspective; (2) measuring the time consumed for searching a same quality 

model, referred as Same Quality Perspective.  

Same Time Perspective Method 

The target of the experiment is to compare the mining results from the ASPD approach and the random 

method within a certain time. The approach with higher optimization model found has better performance.  

In order to guarantee the time consumed by both methods is the same, we first need to know the time 
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consuming per candidate searching of different logs using both approaches. The two tables in Appendix E 

present the time consuming performance of per candidate searching of both methods. Based on this, we 

can set the two methods perform in the same time period. Here, we analyze the model quality of the two 

methods in four time periods: in 3 seconds, in 10 seconds, in 30 seconds and in 80 seconds. We test 15 

event logs. The best GN values of the logs returned by two methods of each period are recorded in Table 

4.1 and Table 4.2.  

Logs 

ID 
Log Name 

Best GN Value – in 3 seconds Best GN Value – in 10 seconds 

ASPD 

approach 
Random method 

ASPD 

approach 
Random method 

1 G4 0.79413 0.77132 0.79413 0.79413 

2 G14 0.76955 0.73661 0.76955 0.75640 

3 G25 0.82899 0.81276 0.82899 0.82710 

4 RepaireExample2 0.80596 0.80020 0.80596 0.78890 

5 Protos 0.77072 0.77105 0.77072 0.77757 

6 WOZ none 0.65638 0.79552 0.76295 

7 Afsch none 0.74720 0.80518 0.76800 

8 BreastCancer 0.72486 0.70505 0.72486 0.72297 

9 Complication None 0.68240 0.69564 none 

10 Currtial None 0.60200 0.63563 0.57713 

11 MiningBrones 0.72630 0.58108 0.72888 0.62167 

12 LungCancer 0.61750 0.60181 0.62399 0.60380 

13 ColonCancer None none 0.60726 none 

14 ReturnCancer 0.62785 0.53300 0.62805 0.55327 

15 GastricCancer none none 0.57553 0.54140 

Table 4.1 The best GN value returned in 3 seconds and in 10 seconds of the ASPD approach and Random 

method respectively 
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Table 4.2 The best GN value returned in 3 seconds and in 10 seconds of the ASPD approach and Random 

method respectively 

Each row in the Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 represents the test result of an event log. Note that the first 

four logs are simple logs. And the next three logs are middle complex logs. The rest logs belong to very 

complex log type. The first two columns give the log ID and log name. The third and fourth columns 

display the comparison of the best GN value between the ASPD approach and the random method in 

different period of time. Note that there is “none” in Table 4.1, which represents for the situation when no 

satisfactory candidates have been found yet. A candidate is satisfactory only when the conformance is 

higher than the minimum conformance requirement. We use four figures to visualize the result of Table 

4.1 and Table 4.2 as follows, corresponding to four time periods. Note that we use value 0 to indicate the 

“none” situation. 

Logs 

ID 
Log Name 

Best GN Value – in 30 seconds Best GN Value – in 80 seconds 

ASPD 

approach 
Random method 

ASPD 

approach 
Random method 

1 G4 0.79413 0.79413 0.79413 0.79413 

2 G14 0.76955 0.75420 0.76955 0.76030 

3 G25 0.82899 0.82600 0.82899 0.82720 

4 RepaireExample2 0.80596 0.80596 0.80596 0.80596 

5 Protos 0.77072 0.77742 0.77072 0.78430 

6 WOZ 0.79991 0.77788 0.79991 0.81004 

7 Afsch 0.80612 0.76423 0.80612 0.79041 

8 BreastCancer 0.72486 0.72298 0.72486 0.72482 

9 Complication 0.69933 0.69264 0.69933 0.69606 

10 Currtial 0.63576 0.55908 0.63576 0.57693 

11 MiningBrones 0.72932 0.72270 0.72932 0.65600 

12 LungCancer 0.62744 0.59176 0.62744 0.56102 

13 ColonCancer 0.60785 0.53891 0.60785 0.58447 

14 ReturnCancer 0.62805 0.57370 0.62805 0.62726 

15 GastricCancer 0.57898 0.57072 0.57898 0.54144 
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Figure 4.12 The comparison scenarios of two approaches in different time periods  

Graph (a) and graph (b) in Figure 4.12 depict the result of Table 4.1. And graph (c) and graph (d) 

present the data of Table 4.2. In each graph, the x-axis in Figure 4.1 represents the log ID in table 5.2. The 

y-axis represents the best GN value. The blue line in Figure 4.1 describes the best GN values using the 

ASPD approach. And the red line in Figure 4.1 shows the best GN value returned by using Random 

approach.   

From the four scenarios, we noticed that there is no big improvement of the model quality for simple 

logs. The difference of the best GN values of both methods is small. It is reasonable that simple logs often 

contain small size processes with simple structure. Thus, it is easy to find a fuzzy model that exhibit high 

quality.  

When applying to middle complex logs and very complex logs, the ASPD approach has better 

performance than the Random method. From graph (b), graph (c) and graph (d), we found that the best 

GN values returned by the ASPD approach are higher than that from the Random method. Note that, for 

middle complex or very complex logs, the Random method does not ensure that each time there is a 

satisfactory candidate. See graphs (b), there are two logs, Complication and ColonCancer, return which 

have no satisfactory models returned in 10 seconds using Random method. Thus, the ASPD approach is 

more convincible.  

When the time consuming increases, the two approaches attempt to have similar performance. See 

graph (c) and graph (d), most of the best GN values returned by two approaches tend to be the same. That 

is because the Random method has possibility to improve the current best GN value. More time of using 
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the Random method, the local best GN value tends to be the real optimal GN value. This explains that the 

Random method will generate better candidate if the time is sufficient for some logs, i.e. Protos,  

For very complex logs, the ASPD approach is preferable. The Random method is unstable. It takes 

long time for the Random method to generate the same model quality level as the ASPD approach 

achieves. See graph (d), after 80 seconds, two very complex logs, the best GN values of them returned by 

the Random method are still lower than that returned by the ASPD approach.  

Same Quality Perspective Method 

The target of this method is to compare the time consuming of the ASPD approach and the random 

method with the same required optimization of the model. The approach with higher time consuming has 

better performance. We first apply the ASPD method and take the best GN value as the required model 

quality. The Random method starts searching till finding a candidate that has GN value not lower than the 

required model quality. Finally, we compare time consuming of both approaches.  We use five runs to 

obtain the time. The experiment consists of the following steps: 

(1) Load an even log; 

(2) Perform ASPD approach, and record the optimization level of the best model and the time consuming; 

(3) For random method, the searching process continues searching until finding a satisfactory candidate; 

(4) Compare the time consuming of two approaches; 

(5) Repeat the steps 1-4 for different logs. 

Logs 

ID 
Log Name 

Time Consuming 
Required GN from 

the ASPD approach 

GN returned 

using random 

method 

ASPD approach 

(s) 

Random method 

(s) 

1 G4 1.1 29.6 0.79413 0.79413 

2 G14 5.2 39.7 0.76955 0.76955 

3 G25 5.9 182.6 0.82889 0.82889 

4 RepaireExample2 10.9 194.9 0.80596 0.80596 

5 Protos 7.5 0.9 0.77073 0.77962 

6 WOZ 20.1 42.7 0.79991 0.80525 

7 Afsch 26.0 74.1 0.80613 0.81176 

8 BreastCancer 1.5 11.2 0.72486 0.72587 

9 Complication 27.4 17.1 0.69933 0.70643 

10 Currtial 24.5 397.5 0.63641 0.63640 

11 MiningBrones 17.3 221.4 0.72936 0.74342 

12 LungCancer 11.9 >600 0.62744 none 

13 ColonCancer 31.2 >600 0.60785 none 

14 ReturnCancer 6.5 123.6 0.62805 0.62826 

15 GastricCancer 67.8 >300 0.57898 none 

Table 4.3 Experiment result after performing same time perspective method 

Table 4.3 shows the test results of 15 event logs. Each row in the Table 4.3 represents an event log. 

The first two columns give the log ID and log name. The third column, which contains two sub columns, 

displays the time consuming of both approaches. The time is measured by second. The fourth column and 

fifth column presents the best GN value of the mining models using the ASPD method and the Random 
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method respectively. The ASPD approach performs better than the random method with the time 

consuming perspective. From the Table 4.3, we found that random method often takes much more time 

than the ASPD approach. In Table 4.3, three very complex logs fail to find a satisfactory model that has 

the required GN value using the Random method within 600 seconds.  

Given an event log, the GN value returned by using the ASPD approach is usually high and is 

changed slightly. There is a maximum GN value that the ASPD approach can generate. The Random 

method can generate high GN value. But the GN value returned by the Random method is not stable and 

fluctuates dramatically. Therefore, it is more efficient to use the ASPD approach than the Random 

method, when the required GN is lower than the maximum GN value of the ASPD approach. And the 

Random method is applied only when the required GN is higher than the maximum GN of the ASPD 

approach can provide.  

4.5 Summary 

This section describes the graphical user interface that is developed for the ASPD approach. Then, we 

evaluate the ASPD method through two kinds of test, one is the same time consuming and the other one is 

the same optimization level. Both the test results show that the ASPD approach has better performance 

than the random method.  In the next Section, we introduce an actual case study showing how the ASPD 

approach can be used.  
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Chapter 5 

Case Study 

The test of the Fuzzy Miner Adapted approach relies on real, actual event logs from either well-structured 

or flexible processes. Nevertheless, the Fuzzy Miner algorithm is targeted towards discovering process 

models for less-structured workflow-like processes. Therefore, in this section, we present a case study on 

an event log from a flexible and unstructured process. The case study tends to show the use of the Fuzzy 

Miner Adapted plug-in. Also this section aims to verify that the Fuzzy Miner Adapted approach has better 

performance than the Fuzzy Miner approach when dealing with flexible environments in process mining. 

Section 5.1 gives the background of the case. In section 5.2, we describe the application of the Fuzzy 

Miner Adapted approach and the model returned. Section 5.3 evaluates the two approaches.  

5.1 Case Description 

The raw data with is collected from the hospital information system (HIS) of Huzhou Center hospital in 

China. The case is related to the healthcare domain. The log is saved as lung cancer.mxml.gz. It contains 

information about a group of 54 Lung Cancer patients treated from 1/09/2008 to 19/09/2009, for which 

all diagnostic and treatment activities have been recorded. The log consists of 3990 activities, 232 types 

of event classes, 2 event types and 0 originators.  

Healthcare processes that happen in healthcare domain are always dynamic and complex. So before 

applying any mining technique to the event logs from healthcare processes, we need the preprocess step. 

The preprocess step is usually a projection of the log to remove the noise data and unnecessary 

information to focus on the interesting behaviors. Thus, the log lung cancer.mxml.gz is saved as lung 

cancer advanced.mxml.gz after preprocess steps that consist of selecting complete cases and filtering for 

high occurrence event classes. The preprocessed log lung cancer advanced.mxml.gz contains a group of 

51cases from 1/09/2008 to 14/09/2009. The filtered log has 1195 activities, 48 event classes, 2 event 

types and 0 originators. We found that three incomplete cases happened after 14/09/2009 so that they are 

removed from the log and more than half the activities have been cleaned as they exhibit low concurrence.   

5.2 Fuzzy Miner Adapted Application 

We apply the Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in to discover the mainstream of the lung cancer treatment 

process. The resulting fuzzy model is displayed in Figure 5.1.  

The candidate searching process takes 1.8 seconds. The model shown in Figure 5.1 is the best model 

that the Fuzzy Miner Adapted approach can find based on the default conformance requirement 0.8. In 

Figure 5.1, the simplification parameter settings of the model are as follows: PreserveThreshold=0.545, 

RatioThreshold=0.289, EdgeCutoff=0.02, UtilityR=0.93, NodeCutoff=0.434 and the default conformance 

requirement=0.8. The evaluation of the model is presented in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 The mining result of applying the Fuzzy Miner Adapted plug-in on the log lung cancer 

advanced.mxml.gz with the default conformance requirement 0.8 

Conformance ExtendedDetail Model Complexity Goodness 

0.87950 0.35080 0.06788 0.73979 

Table 5.1 The quality evaluation of the model in Figure 5.1 

Main findings from the model in Figure 5.1: (1) there are 15 explicit nodes in the model except the 

starting event and the ending event, among which 10 tasks are examinations and other 5 tasks are surgery 

related activities, (2) the model shows more detail flow of the treatment of the lung cancer patients in 

hospital, including 15 treatment patterns. There are 40 edges in the model, among which 8 edges have 

higher relative binary significance than 0.5 and 7 edge have higher relative binary correlation than 0.5. 

The edges that exhibit high relative significance and high relative correlation are considered as the 

treatment patterns in the process. So totally, there are 15 patterns in the process. 

The doctors prove the first finding and half of the second finding. The derivation of the model that 

does not cover the necessary examinations is 0.333. And the model provides 5 activities that related to the 

surgery which are also important in the treatment of the lung cancer patients. For the second finding, we 

refer the flow of the tasks as the clinical pathway. The doctors agree with the patterns. But for the clinical 

pathway, they are not sure. It has two reasons: (1) currently there is no reference process for the lung 
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cancer treatment; (2) recently, the treatment that references to clinical pathway has not been used yet in 

this hospital. So the doctors do not care about the clinical pathway in the real life treatment. However, the 

model is meaningful for the future clinical pathway study. It provides the objective process model for the 

treatment of the lung cancer in the hospital. [23] has verified that the hospital using clinical pathway 

performs better than the hospitals without using clinical pathway. So the main stream of the model in 

Figure 5.2 becomes a good reference to determine the clinical pathway for the lung cancer in the future. 

5.3 Comparison of Two Approaches 

The performance of the two approaches has two evaluation metrics, the quality of the resulting model and 

the time spent on the searching. We noticed that it is hard to compare the performance of these two 

approaches by considering both of the two metrics together. In order to simplify the comparison of the 

performance of the two approaches, we suggest fixing one metric at the same level for both of two 

approaches and judging the measurement of the other metric. As a result, we employ two methods that 

have been discussed in Section 4.4: Same Time Perspective method and Same Quality Perspective method.   

Same Time Perspective Method 

It compares the quality of the resulting model within the same time. We suggest using the time consumed 

in the Fuzzy Miner Adapted approach 1.7 seconds as the same time standard. The best Goodness of the 

candidates is 0.73979, the model based on which has been displayed in Figure 5.1. In order to make sure 

that two approaches take the same time, we also try 47 random candidate settings using the Fuzzy Miner 

approach. Totally, the amount of tried candidates settings are the same. But the time consumed in the 

Fuzzy Miner approach is 1.8 seconds, which is 0.1 higher than 1.7 seconds. It is reasonable. Because the 

time spent on each candidate setting is different. It is impossible to ensure the exact same time. Thus, 

once two approaches that try the same number of candidate settings, we assume that they consume the 

same time.  

Approach 

ID 
Approach Name 

Time 

Consuming 

(s) 

Best GN 

1 

Fuzzy Miner Adapted 

approach based on 

the ASPD method 

1.7 0.73979 

2 

Fuzzy Miner 

approach based on 

the random 

generation method 

1.8 0.545 

Table 5.2 The comparison results of two approach based on the same time perspective method 

We refer the Fuzzy Miner Adapted approach based on the ASPD method as approach 1 and refer the 

Fuzzy Miner approach based on the random generation method as approach 2. From Table 5.2, we found 

the approach 1 has better performance than the approach 2, as the best optimization found using 

approach 1 is 0.095 higher than that using approach 2.  
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Same Quality Perspective Method 

It compares the time consuming of the resulting model at the same model quality. We suggest using the 

quality of the best model found in the Fuzzy Miner Adapted approach, which is the Goodness 0.73979, as 

the same quality standard. Then, we adopt this as an extra requirement for the random generation for the 

Fuzzy Miner approach. From Table 5.3, we found that within 1.7 seconds, the approach 1 can produce a 

high quality model with optimization as 0.64. Unfortunately, the approach 2 cannot a model with the 

optimization at least 0.64 within 300 seconds. So the approach 1 also has better performance than the 

approach 2. 

Approache 

ID 
Approach Name 

Time 

Consuming 

(s) 

Best 

Optimization 

1 

Fuzzy Miner Adapted 

approach based on 

the ASPD method 

1.7 0.73979 

2 

Fuzzy Miner 

approach based on 

the random 

generation method 

>600 None 

Table 5.3 The comparison results of two approach based on the same quality perspective method 

5.4 Summary 

In this section, we provide a case study using an event log from a healthcare process. We started by 

introducing the background of the case. First, we apply the Fuzzy Miner plug-in to perform the process 

mining on the event log. Based on the resulting model, we describe the usability problem met of the 

Fuzzy Miner approach when dealing with the case. Then, we apply the Fuzzy Miner Adapted approach to 

extract a process model for the event log. Finally, we compare these two approaches. We use two 

comparison methods to verify that the Fuzzy Miner Adapted using ASPD approach has better 

performance than the Fuzzy Miner approach. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

During this master project one problem is considered, which is related to the limitation related to the 

usability of the Fuzzy Miner plug-in in ProM, as finding “right” values for the parameters. In Chapter 1 

the research objectives for the problem is stated. Throughout the project, we aim to find an adaptable 

approach to adjust the simplification parameter settings automatically and return a high quality fuzzy 

model.  

We first studied the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm, Fuzzy Miner plug-in and other preliminary concepts in 

Chapter 2. Then, Chapter 3 describes the ASPD approach which is an iterative method where parameters 

are auto-tuned according to the model quality. Before presenting the ASPD approach, we first investigate 

the simplification parameter possible values so that the possible candidates can be identified. Then, the 

model quality criteria are studied. Since the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm has defined Detail and Conformance 

metrics, we introduce three other metrics: Model Complexity, Extended Detail and Goodness. Goodness 

metric is proposed to measure the “goodness” of the model, which is a balanced evaluation of Model 

Complexity, Extended Detail and Conformance. That is, the Goodness metric provides an overall 

evaluation of the fuzzy model quality. In order to come up with the approach, we attempts to study rules 

about how the parameters affect the model quality Goodness. Thus, we choose one of the regression 

analysis technologies, Interactive Regression Surface Model (IRSM), to analyze the effects of the 

simplification parameters on the fuzzy model. Based on the effects, we attempt to classify the logs into 

three types. Different type of logs has different focus on the parameter adaption process. The way to 

adjust the parameters is referred as a parameter adaption strategy, which is the component of the ASPD 

approach.  

In Chapter 4, the ASPD approach has been implemented on the ProM 6 framework as a new plug-in 

named Fuzzy Miner Adapted. Given an event log, the Fuzzy Miner Adapted performs the ASPD approach 

and returns a relative high quality fuzzy model to the user. In order to support the manual reconfiguration, 

the Fuzzy Miner Adapted has added a unique conformance slider on the GUI, so that users can specify the 

conformance requirement of the desired resulting model. The empirical research is performed based on 

the proposal of the ASPD approach, the test of the ASPD approach and the development of the Fuzzy 

Miner Adapted plug-in. Meanwhile, the evaluation of the ASPD approach is carried out, which aims to 

verify that the ASPD approach has better performance than the Fuzzy Miner approach. In addition, we 

perform a case study in Chapter 8 on an event log from a flexible process. The case study section aims to 

prove that the ASPD has achieved improvements compared to the Fuzzy Miner Algorithm when dealing 

with flexible real-life logs. 
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6.2 Future Work 

There are several problems remaining challenges that need further research in the future. 

 Although we have investigated the five simplification parameters, more parameters which this thesis 

does not cover, are required to study further. All the analysis in this thesis is based on the default 

setting of other parameters, such as the weight of the log-based metrics. Different settings of these 

parameters definitely influence the mining result. The regression analysis is one way to explore the 

influence of the parameters on the model. Nevertheless, the challenge is that we need to generate 

enough sample candidates.   

 

 As observed in the experiment results, some logs take longer time than other logs. We have 

investigated the time consuming that consists of three parts: the time taken on the complete model 

(CM) generation, the time spent on the fuzzy model simplification procedure, and the time used by 

the model quality measurements. The first step is to create the CM with the computation size      . 

The second step is to perform simplification procedure through edge conflicting transform with 

size      , edge filtering transform with size      and NodeCutoff transform with size     . The 

third step is the time consumed on the model quality measurements which contains the conformance 

checking time, the model complexity calculation time, the detail metric time and the optimization 

computation time. The time spent on the latter three measurements is proportional to     . The 

conformance measurement is done by comparing each event in the log to the fuzzy model. So the 

computation complexity of the conformance evaluation relies on the amount of log events M and the 

number of log traces SP. 

 

Till now, we found that M, SP and      are the three log-basic attributes that determine the time 

consuming of the log processed in the Fuzzy Miner. For different logs with different M, SP and     , 

the average time consuming of the fuzzy model generation per simplification process differs from 

each other.  

 

The time consumption is the most drawback of the optimization approach. For example, Genetic 

Algorithm can provide a high optimization result. The process mining algorithm that consumes too 

much time is always unacceptable for the users. Currently, in the ASPD approach, we only use the 

four control parameters to limit the time consuming. The experimental results in Appendix A show 

that the time consuming is decreased but there is no influence on the best model quality. The 

investigation of the trade-off between the time consuming and the quality of the returned model needs 

further research.  

 

We can define an equation to balance the trade-off as                           

                                 , where a and b are the weights of each metric and are 

varied from 0 to 1. Before giving this formula, firstly, it is a big challenge to normalize the time 

consuming metric into (0,1) range as the optimization metric does. Secondly, we need to study the 

relationship between the three basic log characteristics and the time consuming of the log mining. 

Once the time consuming is extremely high, it decreases the performance of the approach. 

Furthermore, users have limit acceptability of the time consuming. It is reasonable that users do not 
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want to wait for long time on the process mining. So, event logs that exhibit high time consuming 

need more extra constraints on the time limit. Giving a total number of the computation searching 

times for such logs is a possible way to limit the time consuming. But, the optimization value of the 

resulting model would not be definitely high. We need to find a good trade-off balance between the 

time consuming and the model quality. 

 

 Need more data and more experiments to verify our proposal. Firstly, we need more sample 

candidates to perform the regression analysis. Secondly, we need more logs to verify the ASPD 

approach. All the experiment analysis performed in this thesis is based on 20 logs. From the statistical 

perspective, the number of the sample logs is not enough. So in the future, we need more data to 

verify our proposal.  
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Appendix A 

In this section, we present the best settings found through the approximate exhaustive method. Given an 

even log, the fuzzy model based on the best settings is considered as the optimum model. From the 

returned optimum models, we can verify whether the Goodness Test Function is acceptable or not. We 

test for 9 event logs. For each log, the best models and the corresponding best settings of the five 

simplification parameters are as follows.  

It is possible that different settings construct the same fuzzy model. Thus, although there are several 

distinct candidates, i.e. three candidates in Table A.1, actually the resulting model is the same. 

1. Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz 

Ratio Preserve EdgeCutoff UtilityR NodeCutoff Conformance ED MC GN 

0.395 0.159 0.118 0.608 0.174 1 0.753 0.210 0.8289 

0.395 0.159 0.118 0.706 0.174 1 0.753 0.210 0.8289 

0.395 0.159 0.118 0.804 0.174 1 0.753 0.210 0.8289 

Table A.1 The best settings of the simple log named Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz 

 

Figure A.1 The best model based on the best settings in Table A.1 
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2. Grpd_g14pi300.mxml.gz 

Ratio Preserve EdgeCutoff UtilityR NodeCutoff Conformance ED MC GN 

0.081 0.048 0.608 1 0.304 1 0.831 0.376 0.7678 

Table A.2 The best settings of the simple log named Grpd_g14pi300.mxml.gz 

 

Figure A.2 The best model based on the best settings in Table A.2 

3. Grpd_g4pi300.mxml.gz 

Ratio Preserve EdgeCutoff UtilityR NodeCutoff Conformance ED MC GN 

0 0.102 0.216 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.102 0.216 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.103 0.216 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.103 0.216 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.111 0.216 0.706 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.111 0.216 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 
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0 0.111 0.216 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.111 0.216 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.111 0.314 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.111 0.314 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.111 0.314 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.111 0.216 0.706 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.111 0.216 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.111 0.216 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.111 0.216 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.111 0.314 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.111 0.314 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.111 0.314 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.216 0.706 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.216 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.216 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.216 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.314 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.314 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.314 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.412 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.412 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.412 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.510 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.510 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0 0.114 0.608 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.216 0.706 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.216 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.216 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.216 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.314 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.314 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.314 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.412 0.804 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.412 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.412 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.510 0.902 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.510 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

0.457 0.114 0.608 1.000 0.082 1 0.840 0.328 0.794 

Table A.3 The best settings of the simple log named Grpd_g4pi300.mxml.gz 
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Figure A.3 The best model based on the best settings in Table A.3 
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4. WOZ.mxml.gz 

Ratio Preserve EdgeCutoff UtilityR NodeCutoff Conformance ED MC GN 

0.392 0.042 0.118 0.50 0.3856 0.9866 0.596 0.122 0.828 

Table A.4 The best settings of the simple log named WOZ.mxml.gz 

 

Figure A.4 The best model based on the best settings in Table A.4 
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5. Afsch.mxml.gz 

Ratio Preserve EdgeCutoff UtilityR NodeCutoff Conformance ED MC GN 

any any 0.02 1 0.197 0.996 0.527 0.456 0.634 

Table A.5 The best settings of the simple log named Afsch.mxml.gz 

 

Figure A.5 The best model based on the best settings in Table A.5 
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6. Curricula.mxml.gz 

Ratio Preserve EdgeCutoff UtilityR NodeCutoff Conformance ED MC GN 

0 0 0.02 0.804 0.591 0.894 0.520 0.431 0.625 

0.003 0 0.02 0.804 0.591 0.894 0.520 0.431 0.625 

0.080 0 0.02 0.804 0.591 0.894 0.520 0.431 0.625 

0.235 0 0.02 0.804 0.591 0.894 0.520 0.431 0.625 

0.524 0 0.02 0.804 0.591 0.894 0.520 0.431 0.625 

1 0 0.02 0.804 0.591 0.894 0.520 0.431 0.625 

Table A.6 The best settings of the simple log named Curricula.mxml.gz 

 

Figure A.6 The best model based on the best settings in Table A.6 
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7. Complication.mxml.gz 

Ratio Preserve EdgeCutoff UtilityR NodeCutoff Conformance ED MC GN 

0 0.281 0.02 0.902 0.785 0.862 0.218 0.039 0.697 

0.012 0.281 0.02 0.902 0.785 0.862 0.218 0.039 0.697 

Table A.7 The best settings of the simple log named Complication.mxml.gz 

 

Figure A.7 The best model based on the best settings in Table A.7 
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Appendix B 

In this section, we present the quadratic response surface models corresponding to the logs listed in 

Appendix A.  

(1) Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz 

 

Figure B.1 The quadratic response surface model of the log Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz 

The best setting shows: Ratio=0.07483, preserve= 0.14744, EdgeCutoff=0.8897, UtilityR=0.937, 

NodeCutoff=0.173. Goodness=0.82935+/-0.00760903. 

(2) Grpd_g14pi300.mxml.gz 

 

Figure B.2 The quadratic response surface model of the log Grpd_g14pi300.mxml.gz 

The best setting shows: Ratio=0.72018, preserve= 0.056826, EdgeCutoff=0.52488, UtilityR=0.95, 

NodeCutoff=0.304. Goodness=0.83657+/-0.0113. 
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(3) Grpd_g4pi300.mxml.gz 

 

Figure B.3 The quadratic response surface model of the log Grpd_g4pi300.mxml.gz 

The best setting shows: Ratio=0.68091, preserve=0.064674, EdgeCutoff=0.082667, UtilityR=0.96285, 

NodeCutoff=0.082. Goodness=0.81915+/-0.0051049. 

(4) WOZ.mxml.gz 

 

Figure B.4 The quadratic response surface model of the log WOZ.mxml.gz 

The best setting shows: Ratio=0.059608, preserve= 0.84058, EdgeCutoff=0.31562, UtilityR=0.76682, 

NodeCutoff=0.38069. Goodness=0.80123+/-0.0042044. 

(5) Afsch.mxml/gz 
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Figure B.5 The quadratic response surface model of the log Afsch.mxml.gz 

The best setting shows: Ratio=0.14587, preserve= 0.29919, EdgeCutoff=0.29102, UtilityR=0.89481, 

NodeCutoff=0.60746. Goodness=0.65102+/-0.016003. 

(6) Curricula.mxml.gz 

 

The best setting shows: Ratio=0.67572, preserve=0.048266, EdgeCutoff=0.37181, UtilityR=0.85229, 

NodeCutoff= 0.88402. Goodness=0.6187+/-0.0066144. 

(7) Complication.mxml.gz 
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Figure B.6 The quadratic response surface model of the log Complication.mxml.gz 

The best setting shows: Ratio=0.84426, preserve= 0.16671, EdgeCutoff=0.082667, UtilityR=0.89056, 

NodeCutoff=0.69772. Goodness=0.57527+/-0.0035133. 
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Appendix C 

In this section, the way in which we used to find the best settings in the quadratic response surface models 

is introduced. The parameter adaption strategy is inspired from this way. Take the quadratic response 

surface model of the log WOZ.mxml.gz as an example to show how we find the best model for simple 

logs. 

(1) Step 1: set the initial settings. GN=0.78874+/-0.0046521. 

 

Figure C.1 The quadratic response surface model of the log Grpd_g25pi300.mxml.gz based on the initial 

settings 

(2) Step 2: reset EdgeCutoff value to the peak of the curve of EdgeCutoff. Thus, EdgeCutoff is changed to 

0.41975. GN=0.79929+/-0.006047. 

 

Figure C.2 The new quadratic response surface model after changing EdgeCutoff to 0.41975  
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(3) Step 3: reset NodeCutoff value to the peak of the NodeCutoff curve. Thus, NodeCutoff is changed to 

0.36768. GN=0.80246+/-0.0060818. 

 

Figure C.3 The new quadratic response surface model after adapting NodeCutoff to 0.36768 

(4) Step 4: reset the EdgeCutoff to the new peak of EdgeCutoff curve. The peak of EdgeCutoff is changed, 

since it is influenced by the value of NodeCutoff. Thus, EdgeCutoff is changed to 0.36334. 

GN=0.80303+/-0.0061657. 

 

Figure C.4 The new quadratic response surface model after adapting EdgeCutoff to 0.366334 

(5) Step 5: Repeat step2 and step3 until EdgeCutoff and NodeCutoff both reach at the best settings.  

(6) Step 6: slightly adapting PreserveThreshold and RatioThreshold around the initial settings to find 

better models.  

(7) Step 7: slightly adapt UtilityR to search for a better setting in case there is a peak in the curve of 

UtilityR. Finally, the best settings of the parameters are displayed in Figure C.5. GN=0.80333+/-

0.0057112. 
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Figure C.5 The final quadratic response surface model after adapting PreserveThreshold, RatioThreshold 

and UtilityR 
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Appendix D 

In this section, we describe the parameter adjustment methods for each simplification parameter. 

(1) NodeCutoffAdjustment method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NodeCutoffAdjustment method Method for NodeCutoff adaption.  

Input: provide the tuning range of NodeCutoff, (S_N, E_N). Give the GN_S_N represented for the goodness at S_N and 

the GN_E_N represented for the goodness at E_N. Use required_conf to describe the conformance requirement. 

1. NodeCutofftemp   (S_N+E_N)/2                                                                               

2. Conf_T   calculating conformance value at NodeCutofftemp 

3. GN_T   calculating GN at NodeCutofftemp 

4. If  Conf_T>required_conf then 

5.      Save the current candidate 

6.      If GN_T> GN_S_N and GN_T> GN_E_N then 

7.             E_N   NodeCutofftemp 

8.            GN_E   GN_T  

9.            Recursive NodeCutoffAdjustment  

10.            S_N   NodeCutofftemp 

11.            GN_S   GN_T  

12.            Recursive NodeCutoffAdjustment        

13.      else if GN_T> GN_S_N and GN_T< GN_E_N then 

14.            S_N   NodeCutofftemp 

15.            GN_S   GN_T  

16.            Recursive NodeCutoffAdjustment 

17.      else if GN_T<GN_S_N and GN_T> GN_E_N then 

18.            E_N   NodeCutofftemp 

19.            GN_E   GN_T  

20.            Recursive NodeCutoffAdjustment 

21.      end if 

22. else  

23.       S_N   NodeCutofftemp 

24.       GN_S   GN_T  

25.       Recursive NodeCutoffAdjustment       

26. end if 

Figure D.1 NodeCutoffAdjustment method 
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(2) EdgeCutoffAdjustment method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EdgeCutoffAdjustment method Method for EdgeCutoff adaption.  

Input: provide the tuning range of EdgeCutoff, (S_C, E_C). Give the GN_S_C represented for the goodness at S_C and 

the GN_E_C represented for the goodness at E_C. Use required_conf to describe the conformance requirement. 

1. EdgeCutofftemp   (S_C+E_C)/2                                                                               

2. Conf_T   calculating conformance value at EdgeCutofftemp 

3. GN_T   calculating GN at EdgeCutofftemp 

4. If  Conf_T>required_conf then 

5.      Save the current candidate 

6.      If GN_T> GN_S_C and GN_T> GN_E_C then 

7.             E_C   EdgeCutofftemp 

8.            GN_E   GN_T  

9.            Recursive EdgeCutoffAdjustment  

10.            S_C   EdgeCutofftemp 

11.            GN_S   GN_T  

12.            Recursive EdgeCutoffAdjustment        

13.      else if GN_T> GN_S_C and GN_T< GN_E_C then 

14.            S_C   EdgeCutofftemp 

15.            GN_S   GN_T  

16.            Recursive EdgeCutoffAdjustment 

17.      else if GN_T<GN_S_C and GN_T> GN_E_C then 

18.            E_C   EdgeCutofftemp 

19.            GN_E   GN_T  

20.            Recursive EdgeCutoffAdjustment 

21.      end if 

22. else  

23.       S_C   EdgeCutofftemp 

24.       GN_S   GN_T  

25.       Recursive EdgeCutoffAdjustment       

26. end if 

Figure D.2 EdgeCutoffAdjustment method 
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(3) PreserveAdjustment method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PreserveAdjustment method Method for PreserveThreshold adaption.  

Input: provide the tuning range of PreserveThreshold, (S_P, E_P). Give the GN_S_P represented for the goodness at 

S_P and the GN_E_P represented for the goodness at E_P. Use required_conf to describe the conformance requirement. 

1. PreserveThresholdtemp   (S_P+E_P)/2                                                                               

2. Conf_T   calculating conformance value at PreserveThresholdtemp 

3. GN_T   calculating GN at PreserveThresholdtemp 

4. If  Conf_T>required_conf then 

5.      Save the current candidate 

6.      If GN_T> GN_S_P and GN_T> GN_E_P then 

7.             E_P   PreserveThresholdtemp 

8.            GN_E   GN_T  

9.            Recursive PreserveAdjustment  

10.            S_P   PreserveThresholdtemp 

11.            GN_S   GN_T  

12.            Recursive PreserveAdjustment        

13.      else if GN_T> GN_S_P and GN_T< GN_E_P then 

14.            S_P   PreserveThresholdtemp 

15.            GN_S   GN_T  

16.            Recursive PreserveAdjustment 

17.      else if GN_T<GN_S_P and GN_T> GN_E_P then 

18.            E_P   PreserveThresholdtemp 

19.            GN_E   GN_T  

20.            Recursive PreserveAdjustment 

21.      end if 

22. else  

23.       S_P   PreserveThresholdtemp 

24.       GN_S   GN_T  

25.       Recursive PreserveAdjustment       

26. end if 

 

Figure D.3 PreserveRatioAdjustment method 
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(4) RatioAdjustment method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RatioAdjustment method Method for RatioThreshold adaption.  

Input: provide the tuning range of RatioThreshold, (S_R, E_R). Give the GN_S_R represented for the goodness at S_R 

and the GN_E_R represented for the goodness at E_R. Use required_conf to describe the conformance requirement. 

1. RatioThresholdtemp   (S_R+E_R)/2                                                                               

2. Conf_T   calculating conformance value at RatioThresholdtemp 

3. GN_T   calculating GN at RatioThresholdtemp 

4. If  Conf_T>required_conf then 

5.      Save the current candidate 

6.      If GN_T> GN_S_R and GN_T> GN_E_R then 

7.             E_R   RatioThresholdtemp 

8.            GN_E   GN_T  

9.            Recursive RatioAdjustment  

10.            S_R   RatioThresholdtemp 

11.            GN_S   GN_T  

12.            Recursive RatioAdjustment        

13.      else if GN_T> GN_S_R and GN_T< GN_E_R then 

14.            S_R   RatioThresholdtemp 

15.            GN_S   GN_T  

16.            Recursive RatioAdjustment 

17.      else if GN_T<GN_S_R and GN_T> GN_E_R then 

18.            E_R   RatioThresholdtemp 

19.            GN_E   GN_T  

20.            Recursive RatioAdjustment 

21.      end if 

22. else  

23.       S_R   RatioThresholdtemp 

24.       GN_S   GN_T  

25.       Recursive RatioAdjustment       

26. end if 

 

Figure D.4 PreserveRatioAdjustment method 
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(5) UtilityRAdjustment method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UtilityRRAdjustment method Method for UtilityRR adaption.  

Input: provide the tuning range of UtilityRR, (S_U, E_U). Give the GN_S_U represented for the goodness at S_U and 

the GN_E_U represented for the goodness at E_U. Use required_conf to describe the conformance requirement. 

1. UtilityRRtemp   (S_U+E_U)/2                                                                               

2. Conf_T   calculating conformance value at UtilityRRtemp 

3. GN_T   calculating GN at UtilityRRtemp 

4. If  Conf_T>required_conf then 

5.      Save the current candidate 

6.      If GN_T> GN_S_U and GN_T> GN_E_U then 

7.             E_U   UtilityRRtemp 

8.            GN_E   GN_T  

9.            Recursive UtilityRRAdjustment  

10.            S_U   UtilityRRtemp 

11.            GN_S   GN_T  

12.            Recursive UtilityRRAdjustment        

13.      else if GN_T> GN_S_U and GN_T< GN_E_U then 

14.            S_U   UtilityRRtemp 

15.            GN_S   GN_T  

16.            Recursive UtilityRRAdjustment 

17.      else if GN_T<GN_S_U and GN_T> GN_E_U then 

18.            E_U   UtilityRRtemp 

19.            GN_E   GN_T  

20.            Recursive UtilityRRAdjustment 

21.      end if 

22. else  

23.       S_U   UtilityRRtemp 

24.       GN_S   GN_T  

25.       Recursive UtilityRRAdjustment       

26. end if 

 Figure D.5 UtilityRRAdjustment method 
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Appendix E 

In this section, we present the performance of the ASPD approach and the random method as follows. 

The performance investigation of the ASPD approach 

Logs 

ID 
Logs 

The Optimum 

GN 

Time 

Consumed (s) 

The number of 

tried Candidates 

Time per Each 

Candidate Searching (s) 

1 Grpd_g4pi300 0.794130000 1.1 37 0.029729730 

2 Grpd_g14pi300 0.769550000 5.2 41 0.126829268 

3 Grpd_g25pi300 0.828890000 5.9 51 0.115686275 

4 RepaireExample2 0.805960000 10.9 42 0.259523810 

5 Protos 0.770730000 7.5 56 0.133928571 

6 WOZ 0.799905000 20.1 44 0.456818182 

7 Afsch 0.806125345 26.0 54 0.481481481 

8 BreastCancer 0.724857713 1.5 78 0.019230769 

9 Complication 0.699334000 27.4 38 0.721052632 

10 Currtial 0.636408908 24.5 45 0.544444444 

11 MiningBrones 0.729360000 17.3 55 0.314545455 

12 LungCancer 0.627441211 11.9 43 0.276744186 

13 ColonCancer 0.607849050 31.2 76 0.410526316 

14 ReturnCancer 0.628052971 6.5 53 0.122641509 

15 GastricCancer 0.578977214 67.8 79 0.858227848 

Table E. 1 The performance of the ASPD approach 

The performance of the ASPD approach is presented in Table E.1. The ASPD has finite candidate 

searching times, i.e., 37 times for No.1 log Grpd_g4pi300. The ASPD approach continues tuning 

parameters values until finding the optimum GN value. After the ASPD approach stops adaption, the 

optimum GN of a log is not changed. Even given more searching time, the optimum GN remains the 

same. For instance, given the log Grpd_g4pi300, the ASPD approach returns the optimum GN value 

0.794113 in 1.1 seconds. 
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The performance investigation of the Random method 

Logs 

ID 
Logs 

The number of 

tried Candidates 
Time Consumed (s) 

The 

optimum 

GN 

Time per Each 

Searching (s) 

1 Grpd_g4pi300 50 1.216216216 0.792500 0.024324 

2 Grpd_g14pi300 50 6.097560976 0.738000 0.121951 

3 Grpd_g25pi300 50 5.392156863 0.804000 0.107843 

4 RepaireExample2 50 13.80952381 0.804100 0.276190 

5 Protos 50 5.803571429 0.777063 0.116071 

6 WOZ 50 23.06818182 0.755865 0.461364 

7 Afsch 50 24.07407407 0.757317 0.481481 

8 BreastCancer 50 0.961538462 0.696005 0.019231 

9 Complication 50 33.15789474 0.682039 0.663158 

10 Currtial 50 26.44444444 0.559000 0.528889 

11 MiningBrones 50 14.36363636 0.652823 0.287273 

12 LungCancer 50 12.20930233 0.544877 0.244186 

13 ColonCancer 50 25.39473684 0.539401 0.507895 

14 ReturnCancer 50 6.886792453 0.553308 0.137736 

15 GastricCancer 50 51.77215190 0.541576 1.035443 

Table E.2 The performance of the Random approach 

The performance of the Random approach is presented in Table E.2. Since the Random approach can 

have infinite choices, we attempt to test 50 so as to obtain the average rate of the candidate searching.  

Note that the time spent for each log is different. Even the time per each searching of a log is slightly 

different to that of the same log showed in Table E.1. It is reasonable that the time spent on the searching 

process depends on two aspects: the number of searching times and the log itself. From the practice, we 

found that the measurement of the conformance takes the longest time, in which every event in the log is 

compared to the fuzzy model. Different candidates have different structure. Thus, it takes different time 

for the conformance calculation. Simple candidates consume less time than complex models. So the 

computation complexity of the conformance evaluation relies on the amount of activities in the log and 

the model complexity of the resulting model. From Table E.2, we found that the log GastricCancer takes 

the longest time per each candidate searching. 
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